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• LITE HOPE
Ualess Emporir WIIIIaI
Personally Intervenes
1•••••.**•=4
0-GERMAN DEADLOCK
PRACTICALLY THE SAME,
Positions Are Diametrically Op-
posed on the Police
Question.
.4 GERMANY INSISTS THAT
ALL C011ifERS PARTICIPATE
Algeciras, Spain, March 6.—The
positions es defined before the con-
ference show *at the Franco-Ger-
man deadlock is practically the game
in open conference as it was during
the private excbanges of views. The
'text of the speech of 'Herr Von
Radovsitz, head of the German dele-
gation, at yesterday's session of the
conference given out concludes as
follows:
"lisre powers being equally inter-
ested in the police organization,
should equally participate in it."
Mere Russ.
France specifically declines equality
in the negotiation of the police,
r
claiming that it is a mere ruse to un-
• dermine Franc's legitimate special
position in Morocco. The text of
the speech of AL Revoil, chief of the
French mission, reads:
a "The internationalization of the
police would give no retrainee 'of
order and presenti rave 'difficulties.
We ask for recognition of the legiti-
mate interests of France as a Mussul-
man power in North Abide and our
special interest in the maintenance of
order in Morocco."
M. Revoil's speech also gave
France's first exact plan for the
• police. showing that the rank and
file shoold consist of 3,000 Moroccans
• under sixteen French and Spanish
officers.
tee
Chief Objection.
Germany's chief objection is that
military bodies officered by French-
men would be stationed at four of the
great Moroccan ports on the Atlantic,
thus giving France a dominating in-
fluence on the Atlantic coast.
The positions of France and Ger-
many are so diangtrically opposed
that delegates see link hope of re-
conciling them unless • Emperor
William personally intervenes.
REWARD OFFERED
FOR MURDERER
• GOVERNOR BECKHAM ASKS
FOR RECOMMENDATION
FROM JUDGE,
Chief Executive Will Make Offer
for Capture of Man Who Killed
William August's.. .
reward of $teo will tht offered
by Governor Beckham for ere capt-
ure of the murderer of William Au-
gustus in the Illinois Centratetilteati
freight yards here"the evening of Feb
ruary 24th. This is virtually decided
on' although it will be a day or two
yet before it is officially announced
front the executive building at Frank
fort.
_Una James tol/ins, of the police
force, wrote Governor Beckham that
he believed tire offer of a reward
would increase the vigilance of the
authorities the country over in keep-
ing a lookout foe Albert Shumake,
who is ch•arged with cOrritnitting the
6 
-crime, end finally result in his capt-
AZ. To this communication the gov
eltior replied suggesting that the
chief of police get the reconimenda-
tin NI Judge Lightfoc1 for isrual of
the reward, it being cnetornary for
the county judges to make these sug-
.gestions before tilt governor acts.
Following ,Ite idea of the governor
the Chief laid the matter yesterday
morning before Judge Lightfoot, who
immediate!? wrote Governor Beck-
ham suggesting that Stso be offered,
and thie will doubtkss be done on
receipt at the executive mansion of
the recommendation.
Chief Collins seems to think that
•
Shumake has gotten out of thie sec-
tion of the country altogether, and
,the reward will act as a stimulus
for the authorities of lifer to constant
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:y keep on ehe lookout fey nem. Ilk
,people reeide near Boaz, Ky., and
Iie Aead come to visit tStern from WS-
'S CAK where he, has been working.
It a claimed that while going
'tieatitigh the city' he is the _one who
tatally injured Augustus diking the
drunken fight .out in the railroad
yards.
.7.7C11
VEGETABLE TRAFFIC.
Will Receive eoo New Refrigerator
Cars in Few Days.
When the delivery or 500 new re-
frigerator cars, now if} progress to
the Illinois Central is completed, in
the next few dare the toad will have
nearly 3000 in all. It will be in a
position to handle all its fruit and
early vegetable traffic in its own ears'
and independent of any private con-
cern.
Some idea' of Vile proportions- of
the fruit traffic of the Illinois Cen-
tral may be gained when it is stated
that of bananas alone it hauls more
Ibis "coo cars annually. Of these
13,000 represent the road for trans-
portation at New Orleans, and soo
cars are delivered by the Mobile &
Ohio, which hauls them to Mobiles
The Louisville & .Nashville again
turns over fruit to it at Louisville
and other points.
.NEW RITUAL
FOR BENEVOLENT AND PRO-
TECTIVE ORDER OF
ELKS,
Committee Is New in Session In
Chicago—Members Invited to
Submit Suggestions.
'Chicago, March 6.—The committee
on work and Ritual, with several
other high offrtrs of the benevolent
and protective der of Elks, arrived
in Chicago today for the purpose of
formulating a new ritual for the
order in accordance with the resolu-
tion of the grand lodge meeting at
Buffalo last July. Those composing
the committee are R. L. Holland, of
Colorado, chairman; John II, Hoi-
mes, of St. Louis, secretary, and
P. A. Shanor,of Pittsburg.
In addition to the committee Grand
Exattea Ruler R. ',W. Brown, of
Louisville, Ky.; Grand Secretary
rrid C. Robinson, of Dubuque, lows,
chairman of the committee on con-
stitutional Division, are here to as-
sist the committee in its work.
Nflembers of the order are invited
to submit suggestions to the commit-
tee and prizes are to be given to
those whose suggestions are em-
bodied in the ritual adopted. The
committee will be in session for sev-
eral days.
BACK FOR VISIT
MR. EDWARD JONES IS HERE
FROM BILOXI,
• MISS.
He Is Engaged Down There In the
'Hotel Business and Is Highly
Pleased ,With City.
GAMBLING
VOL 22, No •it;3
Progressive Euchre is Bit-
terly Denounced.
COURT IS ASKED
INFORM NEXT GRAND JURY
Silver Dollar Prize
Worse Than Thimble
Prize.
No
SO SAYS 'CYNTHIANA
GRAND JURY.
Mr. Edward Jones, the former
cominiss.ion merchant of this city, is
here for a week; visit from Biloxi,
Miss., where he is now located. He
come in last Sweaty and expects to
with Rifoxi and says it  is_one of the
not progresSive and flourishing
small cities of the South, its popula-
fion being only about to,000, but de-
spite this tact )nany important com-
mercial plants flourish there, while
the federal government has a $125,000
custom house, which is unusually fine
for a place so small. •
The health of Me Jones and family
has greatly improved While he is
be here until the dellowing Sabbath,
when he goes back to 'his Southern
home.
Mr. Jones is a Paducathan of many
years standing but last June went to
Biloxi, where he is now engaged in
the hotel besiness and conducts the
leading establishment of that flour-
inhing Southern *elf coast city. He
came back on business and pleasure
comhined and today goes down to
loppa, Ill., on business, that being
his home for several years until
1903. He is very favorably impressed'
down tbere, and he says protpects
are he will continue in business there
forever he is so well taken Avith the
place.
Cynthiana, Ky., March 6.—A de.
cided sensation was created in so-
ciety circles here vAten the following
report of the Hartason county gnand
jury was made public:
I tive. the library trustees have viewed the picture and pronounce it ex-
.cellent. : iYesterday Mr. Whitesides
ageeed With the libihrY People to let
ills children come Friday- afternoon
ft'om 5 until 6 o'clock to set thc
picture for five cents each. This
hour is after that during whiell the
little ones will be spekeei to by Mrs.
Burnett et the librarsist4and ininvo,
diateis following her otlk the littl .!
ones will be escorted pp a body to
the Palestine picture bp several of
the tidies, who think *view of the
production will prove oi vast benefit
to them. They desire e parents of
the little ones to bear in mind and
'
furnish all the children with five
cents in order that they can see the
picture. a
Last evening the trastees of the
library held their monthly meeting
at the building on Ninth and "road-
way, but theee was nothing -
'before the except allow-
softie accounts.- and other
business.
,"It 'has been brought to our notice
that many of the citizens who are in-
dulging in card games are playing
what is commonly called progressive
euchre, in their parlors, in which
game prizes are played for by those
engaged. These progressive euchre
parties are made attractive and allur-
ing by prizes, serving refreshments
and giving publicity in elle papers
and adding high social enjoyment.
At these meetings not only are prizes
played for, but persons are taught to
play cards and contest for prizes and
objects the same as in the common
gambling fooms.
"We see no difference in Playing
for a piece of silver molded in tht
shape of a coin and playing for a
piece of silver molded .in the shape
of a cup or thimble. It is' gambling
clothed with respectability, made so
by its devotees. We condemn the
practice as a reflection upon gocts!
Morals and Christianity, and also as.
we believe a violation of the statutes
against gambling.
"We fed it our duty to investigate,
and after a due investigation believe
that the danger line has been reach-
ed. Section 1977 of the Kentucky
Itatutes provides that any person
participating in any game in velt.:eh
money or property is won or lost is
gambling and is sguilty of a violation
of this statute. 1
"We also see that Section 1978
provides, 'whoever shall suffer any
game whatever at which money or
airy property or thing of value is
won or lost, is played in house,
house-boat or flout, onsany premise'
or under control shall be fined not
less than two hundred nor more than
five thousand dollars.'
"We consider both of these soc-
rune applicable to the ease under our
charge as grand 'jurors. We recom-
mend that the honorable judge of
this court instruct the next grand
jury to investigate closely and indict
eliose participating in the practices
a• set out in the above report."
CHILDREN'S HOUR
MRS MUSCOE\SURNETT WILL
HAVE CHARGE OF LITTLE
ONES FRIDAY..
After the' Hour's Talk Those Desir-
ing Will Be Taken Down to
See Palestine Pictures.
Next Friday afarnoon from 4 to
s. O'clock the children ofsthe city %yip
bie.addreesed by Mrs. Muscoe Bur-
nett at the Carnegie library, but he
has not yet chosen her subject upon
which to speak. Mrs. Burnett is
one .of the city's most brilliant and
highly educated ladles and her talk
will not only prove interesting but
shows the library trustees are pro-
curing the smartest people of the
community to lecture to the little
ores during "Children's Hour," in
instructing them upon current and
historical events. This will be the
second gathering held for the chil-
dren, and -judging from the attend-
ance at the initial' assembly a very
large crowd will be there.
After "Children's, Hour" Friday
the little folks desiring to do so will
be 'taken to sto Broadway to witness
the panoramic kw of Palestine as
exihibited by Mr. Jackson White-
sides7 The picture is over one 'hun-
dred feet in length and shows much
of interest in that foreign land while
the 'talk delivered by Mir. White-
sides is very interesting and instruc-
ever
r of
routine
MO LONGER A TRUSTEE.
New Yaffe, March 6.—Jas. Speyer,
of Speyer ft Co., bankers announced
yesterday that be had resigned from
the board of trustees of the Mutual
Life In-mance coMpany.
LOG ;AUGHT HIM
COUNTY ASSSSOR JOHNSON
OF MARSHALL COUNTY
WAS HURT.
Annie Feezor Broke Her Hip Bone
on Tripping and Falling—Several
Arms Fractured.
Word coming here yesterday
morning was that County Assessor
Johneon, of Marshall county, was
seriously injured out near Scale,
some mites from Benton, by getting
caught underneath a heavy piece of
timber while he was engaged in shift-
ing around acetic logs near his home.
The heavy affair caught him under-
neath and the man was pinioned to
the grounds 'and badly-hurt bat not
fatally it is 413bught.
Broken Hip Bone.
Annie Feeror, aged ra years, is
confined at their !home on Thurman
street with a fractured hip bone. The
child was walking across the floor
in a room at,their residence, when
she tripped km the rug and fell with
force sufficient to fracture the bone.
Lett Arm Broken.
The two year old sun of Mr. Wal-
ter Scott, of 1517 Broad street, fell
yesterday from the porch and. broke
his left arm between the ,wrist and
elbow.
Getting Busy.
Frankfort, Ky., March 6—The
legislature will- bold three sessions
daily until the (Close of the session.
GOOD MAN GONE
DR. E: C. DYCUS, SR., PASSED
AWAY AT BENT'ON MON-
DAY NIGHT.
BOARD OF WORKS
Special Session to Let
Street Sign Contract.
LET TO A FIRM
OF CLYDE, INDIANA.
On Suggestion of the Board of
Health Sanitation of City to
Be Improved.
JAMES E. WILHELM
ELECTED SECRETARY
He Could Not Survive Paralytic
Stroke and Will Be Buried This
Morning There.
Yesterday morning word' reached
here that at eleven o'clock the night
fore- ti -re nasseit ay.-ay J. t. 't
Dyctis, Si'., the venerable physian,
of that city, as result of the paralytic
stroke, which; overcame him Sunday
night. The attack proved too ser-
iously for hint to very long survive it.
Dycus was eighty-five years of
age and born in Edminston county,
Ky., but went to Marshall county
fifty-five years ago and has ever
since made l it his home. For years should be repaired substantially or
he practiced tnedicine at P-alma, but 7nother erected in its stead.
moved to Senton several years ago There has been talk of constructing
and there fa.ssed his declining days, a new bridge wide and substantial
The deceased ,was known far and enough for the street car company to
wide throughout this section .of the run across it its tracks leading over
country as a polished gentleman, well into Mechanicsburg, where the trac-
educated and a thorough physician,
he being considered quite an author-
ity.
Besides his aged wife, who is
seventy-five years old, he leavss six
children, Mr. E. C. .Dycus, Jlts, and
Mrs. Mollie Cooper, of Benton; Mrs.
Emma Cason, of Munfords, Tenn.;
10s. Seek Graham, of Big Sandy.,
Yesterday afternoon at the meet-
ing of the board' of public works in
special session, there Was at last
settled a qaestion of importance
which has been hanging fire for many
months, which is about the signs to
be put up at every corner, showing
the names and numbers of the pub-
lic, streets. The board had to meet
them the representative of a Clyde,
Ind., firm that was given the con-
tract to furnish 460 signs, that will
be blue porcelain signs with white
enameled worde that arc to cost,
twenty-seven cents a sign. These'
signs are to be put on each corner
in that territory (between Clay and
Tennessee and Ninth street and the
river.
'Last year the contract to furnish
these signs was let to a firm and it
was thought they were manufactur-
ing them, but it develops otherwise,
So the board now gives the work to
the Clyde firm, which expects to
have some of them here within the
eext few months.
These signs will be put up, four
at each conic?, and if possible there
will he furnished' by the Clyde firm
a small iron pole and bracket that
will be put up at the intersection and
the sign placed on top. 'Mese posts
and brackets cost additional.
This putting up of the signs will
be hailed with much pleasure by
everybody. and especially strangers,
as it will shoo\ diem the chfferein
thcffoughfares without making the
usual inquiries.
The board of health met with the
board of works .yesterday and laid
before the latter body the existence
of quagmires at different point' over
the city, one being out behind the
Washington school building on West
Kentucky, one at the end of South
Fifth street near the old city 'hos-
pital, one close to there over towards
South Fourth street, and several
others. The health authorities also
brought up the proposition of dig-
(Cdotinued• on Pase Five.)
NEW BRIDGE
CONFERENCE BETWEEN IM-
PROVEMENT COMMITTEE
AND BOARD OF WORKS.
Something Will Surely Be Done This
Year Towards Making Improve-
ments Over Old Bridge.
:(Gontinued on Page Eight.).
) 11.
Something towards improving the
Fourth street bridge across Island
creek or building a new one, is ex-
pected to result from the joint con-
ference tomorrow afternoon between
the board of public works and the
public_ 'Improvement committee from
thie city board's. The full 'boards re-
ferred this question to the mentioned
committee and board of works and
this conference 'between these two
latter has been set for tomorrow.
The present bridge is in a very di-
lapidated condition r nd has been for
a number of years. Iry fact it has
been proliouncest dangerous by a
number of experts, who think it
tion peopk are desirious of extending
their tracks so they can convenience
the thousands of pettiple living over in
that thriving and rapi4y growing
etiburb. General Mager John
Bleecker, of the jraction company
has agreed to entertain a propolition
looking towards his company paying
a portion of the expense of building
la new bridge across the creek, pro-
vides) arrangements are made so his
company can lay tracks on the stoic-
ture in carrying that system over into
Mechanicsburg. •
If the joint conference between the
public improvement committee and
the 'board of wores results in their
deciding to build a new bridge, Mr.
Bleeclaer will then be called into...con-
sultation and it seen what portiad of
"esalltleeleti;fii* to
bear. Of course, it is doubtless
probable that he swill want to linoi.
just exactly what:' kind of a struc-
ture is, to .go up, and the anticipated
cost of same, before tie would be
willing to enter into egteemeets with
the municipal authorgies in this re-
spect.
The present bridge has stood' for
many years, and when a very heavy
load is going over it the structure
can be seen to sway greatly from one
side of to the other in a dangerous
manner. It is deetned advisable not
to continue this condition of affairs
any longer, and One thing certain,
either the new structure goes tip,
or sufficient improvements witl be
made to this. ,
Monday night ,the eouncij author-
ized the board of works to repair' the
Sixth street bridge across the creek
at cost of Seco, and this action wills*
concurred in tomorrow evening by
the aldermen who hold their session
then.
LIBEL BILL.
It Now Dead as a Door Nail-Ago-
tion to Reconsider Defeated. •ff
Frankton, Ky., Sfar 6,—The mo-
tion to reconsider the libel bill was
today defeated in 'the Abouse by a
vote of 49 to 43. The bill was de
feated Sattitday by one vote.
•
Other Mishaps.
The little son of Blacksmith Ed-
ward Morgan, of South Third street,
is suffering from a painful gash over
his right eye, caused yesterday morn-
ing by their horse kicking 'him when
he went into the stable stall occupied
by the beast.
Mr. A. C. Hargrove's five year old
son, Edwin. was playing yesterday
when he fell and broke Left arm.
- At Washington.
'Washington, D. 'C., March 6—The
senate at Washingtos is scheduled
to devote most of the week con-
sidering the statehood bill with a
view to reaching a vote on the mess-
ore on Friday.
Despite the prornirience of the
statehood bill, the friends of die
railroad rate msasure eiptitt to in-
ject a speech or two its its behalf.
Friday at 4 P. its is Ore time set for
a vote. er •
COULD NOT
PAY HIS FINE
WILLIAM...WELLS, WHITE WAS
PLACED IN COUNTY JAIL
YESTERDAY.
•••••w•••••••••
He Has Never Paid the Sioo Fine
Asessed Against Him for Shoot-
ing Henry Turner.
Yesterday morning Deputy Sheriff
Hume Ogilvie arrested Will Was
and placed him in the county jail on
dee young man being unable to pass
the Soo fine assessed against him
at the last December term of the
ctiminal court for shooting !Tesary
Turner, colored. The 'arrest and con
torement of Wells is quite a blow to
les family, as he has a wife and six
Jirtle children who depend upon bon
for a living.
Wells worked on a farm several
miles from this city on the Mayfield
road, while the adjoirrinn farm is
owned by Henry Tamar, colored.
One day Wells was plowing in the
Field when the negro man came
dcwn and claimed the white matt
was plowing over on the darkey'e
ground. They had a quarrel on Te-
mar ordering Wells off, and the lat-
ter rushed to Iltie home nearby, pro-
cured a shotgun with which he re-
turned and shot ?terror, the charge
lodging in the etornaleh and kept Ta-
mar between life and death for a
week or two, but he finally got well.
Wells was indicted on the charge
of maliciously shooting Tionais but
when the trial came this sie4usatiom
was reduced to shooting in siuldte
heat and passion, and Wells was
fired $toci. He has never paid up
alid yesterday the deputy eltariff ar-
rested him and he waa sent to the
county jail to serve in time that
period equalling The fine..
4i?
filimmanimaat 
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$1,000 LICENSE
IS WHAT THE 7,017 SALOONS
OF CHICAGO WILL PAY.
Reign of Terror and Lawlessness in
That City Attributed to the
Saloons and 1,000 More Po-
licemen to Be Added.
Chicago, III., March 6.—By a vote
oi 40 to 28 the city council last night
passed the ordinance increasing the
saloon lioense fee in Chicago from
$500 to $1,000, payable semi-annual-
ly. As Chkago has 7,017 saloons it
means $3,508,500 more - revenue if..,
they all still run.
This response of the members of
the council to the popular demand
for the reclamation of the city from
the domination of the liquor interests
oas made under extraordinary cir-
cumstances. When the vote was
taken the council chamber was pack-
ed with people and thousands who
could not force entrance packed the
hallways and corridors outside.
Scores. of policemen fought with
the mob of disappointed men and
women who sought to witness the
proceedings and on several occasions
the crowd became so belligerent that
iron gates leading to the council
rocun were broken down and incipient
parries followed.
No Time Wasted.
•
The actual proceedings were short.
The high license aldermen, led by
Alderman Dunn, chairman of the li-
cense committee, were complete mas-
ters of the situation. Their power
was so great that Alderman John
Powers was bafficd in his attempt
even to introduce a $750 amendment
after a $000 amendment introduced
by Alderman Dailey had been down-
ed by a vote of 36 to 32. The low
license men were swept off their feet
from ttae-1Iart and they took the de-
feat takeart..
Every alderman credited by the
Chronicle yesterday morning in favor
of the $1,000 ordinance voted for it
except Alderman Eidmann, who did
not vote at all because his vote was
not needed and he did nit wish to
run the chance of invalidating the
measure or to threaten it with a bat-
tie in the courts because of some
question relating to his right to vote
on account of his resignation.
But added to the Chronicle's list.
and furnishing the astonishing cur-
prise of the great climax to the fight.
there were the votes of Stanley Kunz
and John Nowicki, of thpe Sixteenth
ward, and Alderman Harris, of the
Ninth ward.
Put Chamber in Uproar.
These three aldrmen, all of them
regarded as impregnably allied to the
liquor inkrests. turned the council
audience into an uotoar of excitement
when they voted "aye" on the cal;
for passage of the ordinance. The
crowd behind the rail and in tow gal-
lery applauded with cheers, shout',
whistles and stamping of feet. Ap-
plause, too, greeted the votes of Al-
dermen Kohout, Riley and Butler,
all of whom •tood by the high license
where they had been claimed by the
license committee for seven; days
in spite of strenuous denials from
other sources.
Not only was the passage of the
ordinance a welcome signal to the
throng of enthusiastic citizersa who
witnessed the important entimerit,
but it served to break the long .asain
tamed silence of Mayor Dunne. No
one needed to doubt the fate of the
ordinance who watched the expres-
sion on the mayor's face wIl54i, he
announced the vote. It was wreathed
ir %milts. After the excitement had
been stihdlied the mayor was frank
to make known his position on the
qoestion.
Promises His Signature.
"Why, the ordinance is as good as
signed," said Mayor Dunne. "I have
come lo the bridge and now I will
cross it. The ordinance is not yet
in my hands, but as soon as it comes
_tc me I will sign it.
"I was not a member of the city
council and thorefore thought it un-
wise tri give an opinion in such an
important matter, but I am glad the
aldermen voted to increase the li-
cense. It will give the city much
needed revenue. We will bet the 1,-
000 new policemen that we need and
no one is more pleased than I am
with the outcome."
The important effect of the legisla-
a tion was not lost sight of in the jub-
ilation that followed. Alderman
Bennett. 'chairman of the finance
committee, was probably the most
contented man, with the possible ex-
,* ception of Alderman Dunn, leader in
the fight, who, to use his own words
was "too full of satisfaction for V-
terance."
Gres Needed Police.
"This means a solution of. Chica-
go's great •problem," said Alderman
Bennett. "To end the reign of crime,
the assaults upon women in the
streets, counties, robberies, burglar-
ies and murders the city demanded
:t,000 more policemen. Now the city
will 'get them because the money is
forthcoming. The finance commit-
•
tee will consider What steps to take
within two or three days."
The climax of the high license-
struggle was as intense as it was
slhort. Thougiro the aldermen had a
gr,at physicial struggle to fight their
way through the agitated throngs
that choked tie halls and ante rooms
leading to the council chamber, rep-
resentatives of both sides took the
extraordinary conditions good nat-
uredly and entered the council cham-
ber confident that they would leave
it with victory to their credit.
UNUSUAL
LITIGATION
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT WILL...REN-
DER AN OPINION
SHORTLY.
Mrs. Thompson Sued Constable
Shelton and Gardner Furniture
People, for Entering Home.
Yesterday iniorning Judge Light-
foot had before him for trial a piece
of litigation that is sort of a pre-
cedent in this line, and the decision
will (have a bearing on future pro-
ceedings of this nature. It is the
suit of Mrs. Thompson, who lives
near the city hall, against Constable
A. C. Shelton and the Gardner
furniture store. The question to be
decided is whether the constable bad
a right to break open . a window to
go into Mrs. Thompson's home and
take out some furniture. Another
point for decision is whether Gard-
ner can re-claim from Mrs. Thomp-
son, inasmuch as site got the furni-
ture from the party to whom it was
sold by Gardner.
It seems Gardner sold furniture to
one party and retained a lien on it,
for a balance due on the goods. This
purchasing party then sold the furnit
ttsre. to Mx's. Thompson. Gardner
sent Constable Shelton after the
furniture because the balance due had
never been paid. The constable could
not get in the house to remove the
goods without first breaking open a
window, which he did, and thereby
effected an entrance.
Judge Lightfoot stated he had, not
yet decided the matter, but indica-
tions were it would be in favor of the
plaintiff, itiniesb the defendants in-
troduced more evidence and law than
they have already come forward
with.
HUSBAND BACK
JOHN ALEXANDER, COLORED,
BEFORE POLICE COURT
YESTERDAY
John Bolen, White, Was Held to the
Grand Jury on the Charge of
Stealing Wheel
John Alexander, colored, was yes-
terday morning brought back from
McKenzie, Tenn., by Detectiv2
Moore and arraigned before the po-
lice court on the charge of cutting
his wife during a tight out about
Ninth and Washington streets. The
action was continued over until to-
day.
John Bolen, w'hite, was held to the
grand jury on the charge of stealing
the bicycle belonging to Mr. Henry
Rankin, of the Langstaff-Om mill
on South Second street.
George Boaz was fined $5 and the
costs for violating the ordinance that
prevents anyone from jumping on
ar. off moving cars. fie was caught
indooing in this dangerous pastime.
The disorderly conduct charge cost
Henry Mitchell $to and costs.
Richard Williams was lined $2 for
being drunk.
Louis Vaughan was fined $5o and
costs for flourishing and preventing
re—Vialiiif t araotber,person.
Clark Wallace was tined $1 and
costs, for being drunk.
ACCEPT CONTRIBUTIONS.
Suffering Reported Great Among
Poorer People at Meridian.
Birmingham, Ala., March 6.—A
special to the News afrom Meridian
nays that no additional bodies bare
been recovered from the ruins of the
()lidding-% wrecked by the tornado in
that city Friday night, but hundreds
of men are still at work searching
for missing persons. The suffering
has been found to be greater among
the poorer people than had been at
first supposed.
Several thousand carpenters and
others wen, to work Monday !warn-
ing rebuilding and repairing the des-
troyed districts. Additional cOnvicts
have been requested, from Gov. Var-
daman and are expected to join in
the work of clearing away the debris.
The general relief committee has re-
'solved to accept shy contributions
from whatever Source, the develop-i
meats being such that, financial aid
will of necessity be required. Several
•
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We will sell the
Black Taffettas
at quoted
prices.
FOR 59 CENTS
A Black Taffeta 19
grade 
inch, the 75e
 59e
FOR 69 CENTS
A Black Taffeta, 34 inch, the 95c
grade  
 
 69
WE HAVE RECEIVED A BEAU-
TIFUL ASSORTMENT OF FANCY
SILKS IN SPLENDID QUALITY
FO REASTER DRESSES ALSO
THE TRIMMINGS TO MATCH
EVERY STREET CAR IN THE
Crier, 0.ASSS
L. B. Ogilvie Co.,
AGENTS FOR BUTTERICK PATTERNS
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES FARTHEST.
thousand, dollars were received from
outside sources yesterday'. and added
to the general relief fund.
'Numerous additional injure,' have
been discovered, but none are ex-
pected to die. Eighteen bodies have
been taken to the morgue so far, but
others are believed to be buried in
the ruins. Two bodies were shipped
out of town making a total of twenty.
It is believed that the death list will
now exceed twenty-five.
THREE YEAR CONTRACT.
And Auction Sales Rejected by To.
basso Committee at Mayfield.
A meeting of the executive com-
mittee of the Dark Tobacco Growers'
association, of Graves county, was
held in the court 'house at Mayfield
and several interesting talks were
made but two propositions that came
up before the committee were turned
down. The suggestion of the "Gen-
eral Auction Sale" was argued but
did. not meet with much favor by the
committee, hence was voted down
Several prominent leaders of the
association in other districts have
announced in favor of it but
farmers have otfEcent rcison to be
against the move.
"The Throe Year Contract," which
means that the farmers sign their
tobacco crop to the AssoHition for
three years instead, of one year as
now predominates, was also given its
dose and got lost in the shuffle..
The farmers were also outspoken
against such a proposition.
The session was wry- harmonious
and enthusiastic and many new mem-
bers are being added weekly.
Chairrnian J. W. Usher was pres-
ent. He left for Guthrie to be pres-
ent at a meeting of the district com-
mittee when both of the heretofore
named prqpositions will be discussed.
HIEAVEN A MATERIAL CITY
Scientists Soon to Discover It De-
clares New York Minister.
Macon, Mo., March 6. —That the
new Jerusalem is a material city was
the contention of Rev. William
Cobtsrn of New York in a sermon
here. The throne of God is the very
center of the universe, he says, about
which all the planets revolve. 'Phis
place, declare the preacher, soon will
be discovered by scientists. The ser-
mon created) a sensation among the
chutch 'people of the city.
OFFERS $5 FOR A MOSQUITO
Reward Will Be Given for Stegonvia
Pest t N
New Orleans, La March 6—The
local board of health offers a re- Professor Harry Gilbert' has re-
ward of $5 for the first live stegomyia turned from visiting his nephew,
mosquito discovered/ in New Orleans. Mr; Albert Gilbert, of Mobile, Ala.
a ew Orleans
HUNG JURIES
NO CONVICTIONS MADE IN
THE M'CUNE AND OTHER
CHARGES.
They Were Accused of Selling
Whisky at Carraville and Salem
Without a License.
r. George Landrum, firmer
county clerk for Livingston county,
arrived in the city yesterday morning
on business, and when asked how
the Carrsville whisky cases cam out
Monday, said they resulted in each
instance with a "hung" jury, four
charges being tried against one man,
George NicCurte.
Great trouble has been had around
!the Caersville section of that county
tfor many months on account of
much liquor being sold without li-
censes from the municipal authori-
tiea and county authorities. Mc-
Cune 'has been arrested on the charge
of engaging in the traffic without
first procuring a license from the au-
thorities of Carrsville. Four of these
warrants were tried Monday before
the justice of the peace for that ma,
isterial district and in each instance
its resulted in a "hung" just the jur-
ors not being able to agree as to
the guilt or •nnocence of the accused
and the warrants were continued.
Now a change of venue has been
granted and the warrants against
McCune transferred to Smithland to
be tried before the magistrate (bore.
They come up sometime the last of
this week or first of next.
Monday at Salem one of the lic-
ensed bootleggers bad a trial and his
case resulted in, a "hung" jury also.
HANDSOME WOMAN
Being Looked for by Chicago Police
Who Knows About Shooting
Chicago, Moult 6.-'-The police ato
searching the city• for a handsome
young woman who fled from the dy-
ing body of Eugene ,Snllivan as the
life blood ebbed from him in a ((rug
store. Sullivan refuses lo tell who
.shot him. The woman fled weeping
before the authorities arrived at the
scene of the ghooting.
•
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Next to Washinaishos
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping Is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hots Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free.
Ed D. Hannan,
Both Phones sot. ras south P ourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Mos' .306 Broadway Phosea:Office 3115—ftesi4ence1696.
-  4
Subscribe For The Register
MATER, EtINUR & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. KV
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH REAL torrATt. varros4 Lerruary FARM EASB
11014THLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTIDINT. VESTIMN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FRU TO EVERYBODY. MIND FOR IT.
itrao a q W. WariTEMOILL. Pia/mask aeL
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - ▪ Residence Phone 724
J. b") COULSON,
...P LOMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133 5../ Broadwo.
4.0. • ' *1.44.4 4•4•1•44.4....4.44.4.**-. * • 4.0 • 
..•-•.4.4....-1•-•-••4•4-4-44-44•04****411/4011144414..
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assiThe Larost Fofluainit
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
s lay the found-
ation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...
You can start for$1. oWe,pay facr:
; : : per cent.
 compound interest': : :
MECHANICS
and
, FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,
--227--
Broadway,
II
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Baseball
arint:Z=Ptia=ttittionettaintzta=i
C. A. Worthana manager of the
Danville Kitty league baseball team,
was highly elated yesterday over his
success in securing the _aervices of
•
.141axwell, who was conceded last 'sea-
son to be the best twirler in the
Cotton States league. Every team
in the Kitty and Cotton States
rienguate-ilad- a string rnit- far the -big
fellow and when Mainager, Wortham
bandied him there was great rejoicing
isi the coap of the Danville baseball
associatibm MOxwell's work la31
season ettrafied. the aftention of
ratiar Salaam Magnates and he vas
()tiered berths on several of. the big
teams, put preferred to remain in
smaller company ft another year.
Alic has aigned, an iron clad contract
wish Danville nee 4) airing accidents
or oickatess will surely wear a local
unifornr. With Maxwell on the team
Degville one of the strong-
est like lin the Kitty league
retaher recently 1041.;.
en, has played' with
=vier,
tr by
Mhxweal and the two make a strong
battiery.—Danv e Wress. '
--"N%
M4i4er It & Borryhill has sited
three very fast men and sent the
contract* au Feed Adore Saturday. 1
• letter accompanying the contract,
M. 13erralisl1 *Sys several souse C00 -1
tracts should arrive in the next few
days.
The signed tontracts are Rose of
6 Lawrence Doyle, of Troy; Pete
, Vance, of Crawfordsvilk, lad.; And
"Spider" Diehl, of Frankfort.
Lawrence Doyk will be ,placed on
the third aack, and needs no intro-
duction as he is the speedy young-
ster with Adana' "Leaguers", last
year and will be in the big league
before many years.
ar Vance ifran outfielder and is a tee-
d tor to pit-cher*. lie is known in
ever* Indiana town.
"Spider" Dieha is also an outfield-
er and he is there with the goods.
• In a pinch he can be used as a pitch-
er and has, plenty of speed and
curves.
From the beginning the fins are
• . taking heart and will assist Berry-
bill in Landing the rag.
.4` "Wig" Laitgdon signed. a contract
Saturday and will be seen with die
Hpltens.—Illattoon Saar
Matty Mlatliaon has come to the
terms offered him by the local base-
ball association and will be given a
chance toxbow what he can do in the
',going. He signed a contract con-
taining a reserve clause and at the
same salary as last season, which is
one of the best, if not the best paid
(th catcher in the league. The signing
of Mattison leaves but one of last
Sea Ions players unsigned, he being
Donovan. When Donny learns that
I other players are satisfied to re-
am at last season's salary, he will
(*ably mike tip his mind to do
ikewise,—Vincennes Capital.,
--
Third Baseman Louis Barbour has
prepared a schedule that will be sub-
mitted at the schedule meeting in
Centralia. The schedule is a good
one but according to it Vincennes
will get but seven Sunday games
Barbour fully explains the schedule
and gives several ways by which it
can be changed. If it is the one
adopted by the league Barbour will
get a prize of $45.—Vincennes Capi-
tal.
aa In speaking of the past season in
the l'itty league Reacaia official guide
says; 'Until the. quarantine, due to
yellow fever was known, the season
was a fairly profitable one, .although
it iiia not reach that of previous
seasons." This, of, course, can be
directly., traced to the fact that three
small towns were on -the drawbadk
list.
iflaaville is to have one of the fin-
est base ball parks in the Kitty
league circuit. The buildings will
be. substantial. structure, a3 this city
expects to stay in the league for a
number of years, or as long as it
_pays and we are.wanted by the otter'
cities The grandstands will be
equipped with toilet rooms and the
one for ladies will be in charge of a
ualltron. The two grandstands will
seat 2,000 anal the bleachers will have
a seating capacity, of T,000.
• The 'Danville management has ar-
ranged to play a number of exh13i-
tion games with Decatur in the
"Three I" league and Is anxiout for
a few games with the "Three I" team
of Springfield. Negotiations will he
conducted until agreeable dates can
be decided upon.
da••••••
The timber that Manager Weer-
tham is gathering for his Kitty
league team has taused some of the
either towns to it up and take no-
tome. He has picked up some of the
best wren in the Texas league and
a few from the Western and Cot-ten
State associations.—Danville Press.
It is said that the reason the
Champs, failed to land Neil Can,
naughtost of Indianapolis was be-
cause tte contract sent him' was im-
properly addressed and he failed to
get it ,'until after he hart signed a
Jacksonville contract.
1-f ',19T"
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ESSIG BACK
GUS SINGLETON GAVE HIM
UP AND DOCTOR FURN-
ISHED NEW BOND.
Trustee Martin Will Neat Monday
Sell the Hessig Distillery to
Anyone Wanting to Buy.
'Dr. H. T. Hessig has come back
to the city to wind up his business,
and announces that fie will be here
for about sixty days, when he will go
back to Wewauka, Indian Territory
to locate permanently.
Yesterday morning the doctor was
given up by Gus G. Singleton, hit
bondsman, and at this be was taken
charge of by Deputy Sheriff Hume
Ogilvie who found him on Legal
Row. The physician in a few hours
executed another bond with Fred
Roth as surety. It is fo $too and
guarantees his appearance in the
critnintil term of circuit court here
next month to answer to the charge
of renting a house for bawdy pur-
poses. He was indicted a term or
two ago by the grand jury, and gave
bond for his appearance with Mr
Singleton as surety, but the latter
desiring to no longer be on the
bond, turned him over to the author-
ities yesterday and let Hessig make a
new bond. •
Herisig left here suddenly several
weeks ago when 4th wife No. I came
down from New York. He took No.
3, with him. He now comes back to
wind up his bankruptcy and other in-
terests, and then leave for good.
Trustee Arthur Martin, who rep-
regents the creditors in the Hessig
bankruptcy proceeding, stated yester-
day that he had received a letter
from Mr. Franks, collector of cus-
toms at Owensaioro, wherein the lat-
ter said he did not want to send a
man here to measure the whiskey in
the Hessig distillery, as the govern-
ment guages w'hisk'ey only when it is
taken out and sold,
afiuch of the whiskey in the dis-
tillery here has leaked out since the
plant was closedl down. A govern-
ment man 'has been watching the
liquor evet since the place closed,
but ,,does not guagre it. Now the
trustee wants the goverment to
gtiage the whiskey RO lw can te*
parties how much liquor is on hand.
when next Monday the distillery and
stock will he sold to the highest
bidder, purrieuant to ordlers of the
bankrupt court, so the money can be
taken to pay off Ilessig's debts.
Now that the government collector
refuses to Fiend a man here to do
this, Mir. litartia will have some com-
mercial wager to measure up the
liquor so this information can be
used in case prospective purchaaers
of 'the plant want to know 
the
Itinoutit on: trand
BEGINS SUIT TO OUST
OHIO'S GROCERS' TRUST
Colonibus, 0., Mlaech 5.---Attorney
General Ellis has fikd in the
circuit court here a petition to otiet
the Ohio Wtholesale Grocers' associa-
tion company from its charter, on the
ground that it operated in restraint
of trade, contrary to the provisions
of the anti-trust law. The petition is
based upon complaint Made to the
attorney general that the company
arbitrarily fixed prices at which augar
and coffee should be sold to retail
dealers of Ohio.
TRUST GOES TOI THE WALL.
Cordage Combine PriSperty Is to Be
Sold at Public Auction.
Boston, Maroh 6,--1t was announc
ed yesterday that all the property of
the Standard Rope and Twine corn-
otherwise known as the cord-
age combine, is to be sold at auction
under foreclosure proceedings on
April 3.
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The Yotthg Mother
has to supply Strength and Nourishment for
herself and baby. She can meet this in-
creased demand by taking
ICHEUSER"BUSCie
" S
t74ANY •
TRADE MARK.
h The ideal Tonic and Predigested Food. This
excellent preparation supplies food for Mother
and Baby. Aids convalescence and restores
the system to sound health.
Sold by all druggists and grocers,
ntpaic,1 by
Anheuser-Busch Brewind Ass'n
1...t x,-1,
44411111. U7. 4,64!
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LOOKING FOR WIFE
JOHN HOUSER H.ND SHOTGUN
AND QUART OF
WIHISKEY.
Just Wanted to Have a Talk With
His Wife From WhOm He Is
Separated Now.
7 r: .7 MI
John Houser, a 'boilermaker at the
Illinois Cental railroad shops, was
arrested yesterday shortly after noon
on the charge of presenting and
flourishing a Shotgun at his wife from
whom he ig separated. He executed
bond for his appearance before the
police court this morning, William
Tucker, of 705 South Eleventh street,
going his eurety.
'Houser and 'has wife separated
about one month since and she re-
turned to tbe home of her father in
the St. John's neighborhood of thc
county. Yesterday she was in the
city and for a while stopped at the
home of a friend on South Tenth
street. Houser drove up there in a
buggy with a shotgun at his side
looking for his wile. He was told
!the had gone down town to The
Racket store to do some shopping.
He drove on down into the city look-
ing for her, but failing went back
out to the house. People residing
around there, knowing he had separ-
ated from his wife and seeing the
shotgun, thought he had come to kill
her, and rushing to their telephones,
hurriedly summoned the police.
Officer Hurley quickly responded
and placed Houser under arrest. He
had been drinking, and beside the
gun had a quart bottle of whiskey in
his ve'hicle. He cliimed he had been
out himting, and simply drove around
to find his w•fe to have a talk with
her. He was carried to the City Hall
but. gave bond in the sum of Stoo
for his appearance tnis morning.
SUBPOENAS ISSUED
FOR OIL MAGNATES
St. Louis, March 6.—In compli-
ance with the order of Special Com-
missioner Anthony, Attorney-Genera!
Hadley today issned a subpoena fo;
H. Clay Pierce, former president of
the Waters-Pierce Oil company, now
in New York. and for Charles' H.
Adams, secretary of the company,
commanding them to appear in St.
Louis and testify in the oil hearings,
which is stet for March 19. The sub-
poenas are not binding outside of
the state of Missouri.
TOUR EUROPE FREE,
The Courier-Journal to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad As
Its OueStli.
The Courier-journal Is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
this section, Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, ail expenses paid., from the
day the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to "The Old Ken-
tucky Home," August 29. To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided( Louisville and Kentucky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen die-
triets, and the most popular young
woman from each district is to be the
one to 'Make the tour. The nine-
teenth young woman is to be selected
in another way. Readers of the
Courier-Yourreal are to select thy
guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone will
cost the Courier-journal about $15,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary exprives. There may
be a young woman from this section
who is a candidate for this tout.
Write the Courier-Journal, Louisville,
Ky., for a -list of candidates and full
detail, of the tour.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. U.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
beet of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chizago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville
read for reaching the Winter Tour
tit resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
27, '136. Gulfport is a Mexican gull
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship sailing' from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes
day at 4:oo p. in. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without champ
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion can
through to Los Angeles and San
Fransisco as follows: Via New Or
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tue5
day from Cincinnati and -
via Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-
ery Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning all of
the above can be had of agent, of
the Illinois Central and conwectiog
lines or by addressing either of the
undersigned.
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A., Cincinnati.
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Louis
ville.
John A. Scott, A. G. P. A., Men
phis.
A. H. HANSON, P.,T. IS.,
Chicago,
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A.,
Chicago.
One-Way Colonists.
One the same date, one-way sec-
ond class tickets will be sold at re-
duced rates to similar territory, and
to Montana, Utah, Washington and
Oregon; also to San Francisco, Los
kngeles and San Diego, Cal., and to
Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz.
For further informatidn apply to,
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agent, Paducah, K.
.G. C. WASPIELD, 
T. A., Unioli Depot.
Excursion—St Louis.
The Illinois Centra. 2. R. will run
a special excursion to St. Louis, leav
ing Paducah Union depot at 8 a. m
March aand., via Cairo, fare for the
round trip $3.00. Tickets will be
good returning for 3 days on regular
traine. No baggage will be checked
on these tickets, nor will they he
honored on sleeping cars. J. T.
Donovan, agent, Paducah, Ky. G. C.
Warfield, T. A., Union depot.
Limon Chill Tonic
IS A GEINIIRAL TONIC.
A gATAIN CHILL CkURE.
A WIRE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THI
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH,
FOR SALE AT ALT: D111111
STORES.
1). POOL. STEPseN.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES 203-205 S. THIRD ST.
NO. ;to PADUCAH, KY..
Paducah Transfer Company
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for
Handling Freight, Machinery
And Household Goods.
Office
2nd and Monroe
Both;'Phones it
P. n, r-T07;yr-'rick, c..31t
J. W. HUGHES
Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
First-Class8
Watch Work
Y EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
I. J. Nth,
224 Broadway, -.2 PADUCAH, KY.
CA/EDI 
mOUARcHEILERCDTERplACRATNI. :DT
123 N. FOURTH ST.
_
Foreman Bros, Novelty Co
PHONES 757 Incorporated,
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padue-ith, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $158,000,i
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pay, 4
par cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes La An
proof vault for rent at $3 to $10 per year as to sise. You carry your owe
key and no one but yourself has access.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
glniR BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL SU:d OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN PLO.
AAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS Alin: SELLING AT 6 CENTS
 Pa-.
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY zaic PER SINGLE ROL?...
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTI
FUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, roe, 1
5e, am
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL. ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO Sii/T THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAI
NS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSI
EVEABLA COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS PO 
MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD 
EFFECTS in
JAPANESE PIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY 
LATEST Di-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARR
Y A FULL LINE
OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE 
FRAM123, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS. TAeRS.AND BUILDING AN
 DROOPING
PAPERS. ..ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF
 SAMPLES AND
tiE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIG
HT AND
-*Wit YOU THE Ball VALUES FOR THE mointY.
Corner 3rd4 Kentucky Ave.
•
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THE REGISTER of suits was never instituted againsta city... No one has ever for a, nio-
•
 
. 
 ment thought Worten would winPUBLISHED BY THE any of those pestiferous suits. HeREGISTFR NIPIMPAPER CO., 
no doubt expected to get "big mon-
.
• klbcoiponsted3nevem
 
Beikuna, 513 Broadway. ey" out of them and made himself
ridiculous when he wrote Mayor
Yeiser a letter two or three years
ago notifying the mayor that he had
a contract with a number of parties
in those suits and tritat "I give you
this notice that the city may under-
stand that I AM INTERESTED in
the claim of these people against her,
and will look to the city for my fees,"
in the event any settlement slisntld be
— made without his knowledge on con-
sent.. Well, Mark4e Worten can keep
on looking to the ,city for 'his fees
or anything else; for looking is 411
be .seenas-to be getting. out of it s e,ii-
cerit •the' notoriety which he has
brought upon himself by de4eiatt4Y
acttng as the attorney in *such un-
savory actions.
• The decision of the court' of ap-
peals sustains the lower court which
Said Worten had no'cauae for action,
a fact that every lawyer in Ptaducah
knew. Now let the city institute a
suit for malicious prose:cntion.
• DAMES E. W President.
JOHN WXLRKLSI, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WU HELM, Sec:Teter!.
Entered stabil ppgtejfice of Pada-
cab, Ky., as Piond-chas mail matter.
• ,
One Year
Mo ths
Ono •4\t:10. 
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c man
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tot
the open yiglaition of the law regu-
lating this ,traffic.—Louisville Post.
nadir seat-
 
fence of She above
paragraph was never more forcibly
impressed opon the public than it
was by the action of the Chicago
city council Monday night when it
raised the saloon license in that city
from $500 to $1,000 per annum, and
the causes that led up to such inf ex-
traordinary action by the represent-
atives of the citizen, of that city.
For a year past that city has been
in the grasp of murderers, thugs and
thieves and a state of lawlessness has
prevailed that has never been equaled
in this country for so long a period.
The press and the people of that
city attribute conditions largely to
the lawless and notorious saloon, in
that city. One thousand more po-
bee are,tieeded in that city and with
the inoreased revenue to be derived
from the $1,000 saloon license the one
thousand extra police will be com-
missioned and the reign of crime
termimped if foible,. Instead of
Chicago controlling the lawless, that
enment controlled Chicago, and it
was not safe for a woman to appear
on certain streets unattended. The
pendulum has now. swung back and
hundreds of dives will be ,crushed
out, the moral atmosphere purified
and law once more enforced in that
city. e:.w:e
The lesson other cities may learn
from Oliicago'is found in this fact—
a saloon or any other business that
cannot exist by obeying the law
shoultt'net be perinitted to exist.
The ,peoblern. has .been solved in
Padircit by r.e.tusing to grant li-
censes t;) saloons sit violate the
e a unit of;
that questinn,-atinlVjelboard of coins-.
cilmen toxic unanimously passed the
sante resuiutiunnisme and will clinchit hy passing it again at the next
me et 1101 'by' •
It Trinity Tor a city to grant sa-
Icon license tir any and every man
Who may have, 0rhe,furnished mon-
ey for a saloon.license. A disorder-ly saidon .ettettielk-eitY
than the city receives for the licenseto say' nothing: of the crime thatflourishes in such places.. Chicagohas been indiffeilattt Sir isstftfig license
and has reaped a harvest of crime.
In tbar,eity there aresno doubt law-
abirling "aloof* it they also must
suffer for the misdeide of the law-less kind, and if She better class of
saloons expect to get a square deal
vilFrY n'ill'Atave to join bands withthe law-alsidipg, people in the com-
munity and cut loose from that classthat is doing sin tritieh towards arous-ing hostility- toatirdel'he. business as
a w'inik. fan' ireitinue the whiskyinterests act as a unit, the public
make no discrimination in desl-
115.00
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OPPISIPat 'The GAP
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to .the
mitt& come' 6, in our
lOwnsen who blind-
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,liatter traffic. It
to demand in the name
liberty the right of any
tssi# *is own tastes or
fithal to shut one's eY'n I
* That have aris.c from
Tbe Mayor's Light pport.
The official report of Mayor Yeiser;
on the light plant, tiled with the
council Monday night, and published
in The Register yesterday, 'has done
much to /clear up the question of
municipal Lighting: The public had
been getting so many garbled and
misleading figures and reports in the
corporation organs that it was some-
what confused as to conditions as
they really exist. The mayor's fig-
ures are sufficient to convince the
most skeptical that the electric light-
ing plant has been a good investment
to the city. One fact worthy of note
is that neither one ,of the corpo-a-
tion organs published the report in
full, in fact one of them only pub-
lished a few figures from the report.
Both of those papers publiadsed the
figures compiled' by the committee
which are proven to be incorrect and
misleading. If the afternoon papersI.arc not corporation organs why do
they fail to publish the mayor's re-
port The , electric lighting question
is the one in which the citizens of
Paducah Ire more interested at this
tune than any other question, and
the report from the mayor of the city
is one that every citizen /9 entitled
to read, yet those two papers sup-
press mention of the report in full.
What is their. object in pursuing
that policy? 'Dd the corporation or-
gans fear for their readtvs to read
the truth? or is suppressing the
truth a characteristic of corporation
organs?
The mayor's report, however, was
read by the larger portion of the
people of Paducah yesterday and all
who read it were convinced that the
best c,istsrse for the general council
to pursue is to carry out the mayor's
recommendation,.
Franchise Values.
Some interesting facts are given on
franchise values in the following
from the Nashville Banner:
Apropos of the value of municipalfranchises, a curious illustration ofthe difference in the interested es-tirnates of such values when they re-late to taxation and When the gues-
oun of damages is considered, •that concerning the contention inNew York City over the New YorkCentral railroad's tracks on Eleventh
avenue in that city. The state boardof tax couuniesioners, under the newstate franchise tax law, assessed theproperty of the New York Ceniial
• -for taxation -at *1,1500-0200.Thecompany at once protested, antl thehoard" finally reduced. the assessmentto $n48o,000. But this did not suitthe roads and it made an appeal tothe tourts. In 'his testimony Mr.Place, the general counsel of 'the
road, made the sworn statement that
.the tangible property of the road onEleventh avenue was worth only$86,285, In the course of the con•teritios the threat has been madethat the city will remove the tracksof the road from Eleventh avenue,and' now the general counsel of tiheroad declares that should the tracksbe reitioved the railroad companywill demand of the city $too,000.000in damages. Whatever the tangibleproperty of the road may be worth,it is evident that She company esti-mates the value of 'the franchise atan amount enormously greater.
•with the traffic. .;
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• The Sun says "The mayor alio fig-
ures on an average of 148 lights, andAu Revoir, Meilde. the committee figured on an averageI
The court of apppeals yesterday of 131 lights which males the great-delivered the knocisout blow to J. est disparity between fie two setasiai1.1 ark Worteir chair+ gang suits.- In figures. There is no' way to get atour opinion a more contemptible set the latter' except to gl carefully over
• ' •
• ' 
•
the books." We have often had oc-
casket to point out the ignorance of
the Sun on municipal matters and for
the information. of that corporation
organ we will say that in the city
light department is a map showing
the location of the street lighipCiansk
on the map is indorsed the additional
lights installed by the supeiVend-
cuts. The mayor's figures are gin-
rect, and are backed by the records.
' 4, I •
rPhe Paducah Sun &eel's t2. delight
in pouring it vials of wrath and
venom on the head 4 of •iialbring peo-
ple of Paducah, or any ..otber 'cuss
thic wititAfilt.oblaiiimilltalb4141antO the
ccceolabt *Ii&VilC4i**ribett 4111141w.
ional p
When
t 
olyst
flat croo4hugs a
driven Out of that
41,0o iddi-
many of
s wilt be
•
scattered
6ver the country. Ift wsiald. be lwell
for the various police departments to
be on the alert. • .-. "lac'
-Crime Statistics.
(Nashville Banner.)
Chicago„hais .tnore saloons than it
has policemen, ,"and this fact coupled
with the alarming prevalence of crime
itt that eite,.,Isan started an agitation
for high license and a greater police
force: The saloon license in Chica-
go now is $9sciia year. It is pro-
posed to raise it tO -Rot RiMusanddollars.
The agitation in favor of high li-
cense has led the Chicago Tribune to
Make comparison between' conditions
in that city and in Nits./ York, much
to the disparagement of 'Chicago, but
showing, it seems to one who consid
ers the figures without regard:4o the
purpose for which the comparison is
made, an alarming prevalence of
crime in both cities.
The population of New York is
given at 4,014,504; that of Chicago at
1,9e0,750. New York heenses saloons
at $nsiots and Chicago at $500 a year.
New York has one saloon to every
400 inhapitants, and Chicago has one
to every 243 inhabitants.
In January and February the crim
inal record of the two cities com-
pared as follows:
Chicago, murders 
New York, murders
Chicago, burglaries 
 
 840
New York, barglarles 400Chicago, rol4erier .
New York robberies 
 
20
Chicago, assaults on women ., 
 30
New York, assaults on women 26
In all respects crime is much great-
er in Chicago than in New York,
When the difference iin.population, isl
considered, but lie wool mar/Ffdulif-ference is in respect to highway rob-
brry. That crime seems to be -am-
pant in Chicago. Only recently a
man was 'held up on a street car in
the suburbs of the city and robbed
of $300. It is in the failure to sup-
press this class of crime that the
inefficiency of the Chicago poher is
most conspicuous.
The assaults on women in both
New York and Chicago within the
time designated have been shocking-
ly numerous. There were thitty in
Chicago and twenty-six in New York.
The population of the entire *tate of
Tennessee is somewhat greater, than
that of Chicago and about Met as
large as that of New York. If there
had been thirty assaults on women
in Tennessee within two months the
entire state would be armed to hunt
down the criminals, and very likely
a corresponding number of lynchings
would be recorded.
The conditions as relating to crimein the Southern cities are much bet-
tor than in those of the North, andif crimes committed by whites alone
are counted the South has vastly the
better record. •
22
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BAPTIST REVIVAL
MANY CONVERSIONS EFFECT-
ED AT EAST BAPTIST
CHURCH.
Home Mission Society of the Broad.
way Methodist Church Elected
Officers.
The protracted meeting started at
East Baptist church in Mechanics-burg last Firiday night is proving
unusually successful for a small
church in the suburbs, as alreadythirty-one additiops have been madeto that congregation, while twenty-
eight conversions have been Of6et0ain . addition to the church aegaisfsdons.
Rev. Allen is pastor of the cotili.re
ration, but is being assist daringthis revival by. Rev. Hsergr ofGraves county.). 'Services aril eldtools evening at 7:30 o'clock and the
entire community Is invited to at-tend.
Mfaninn Society.
Monday at The meeting of theHome Mission society of the iliroadi
way Methodist church there were
elected officers who are to serve due
)
..4061.1„. AN` •
ACKET STOR
Et ENS
A GREAT MANY OF THE BAR-GAINS PROCURED ON OUR
TRIP TO NEW YORK HAVE
ARRIVED—OTHERS ARE CQM-
ING IN DAILY.
WE SHOW A GREAT STOCK
OF GOODS THIS TIME AND
OUR PRICES ARE%
 AS USUAL,
THE LOWEST PRICES AT
WHICH GOOD, RELIABLE
GOODS CAN BE SOLD.
PARTICULAR ATTENTION ISCALLED TO OUR OFFERINGS
IN WHITE OOODS, LINENS P'OR
SHIRT WAISTS AND SUITS AND.
WOOLEN DRESS GOODS.
SILKS
WE OFFER SOME EXCEP-
TIONAL VALUES IN SILKS—
BETTER VALUES, IN FACT,
THAN AT ANY-TIME IN OUR
STORE'S HISTORY.
YARD-WIDE SILLS
YARD WIDE BLACK CHIFFON
TAFFNTA AT Ng A YARD.
YARD WIDE SLACK REGU-LAR TAFFETA AT 7sc. WISHYOU WOULD COMPARE THISWITH ANY SILK YOU CON-SIDER GOOD VALUE.
YARD WIDE BLACK REGU-LAR TAFFETA, A HEAVIER,
BETTER GRADE, AT Pc.
YARD WIDE BLACK GUARAN-TEED TAFFETA AT St.00.THERE IS NOT THE SLIGHT-EST DOUBT ABOUT THE GOODWEAR OF THLS SILK. WE
HAVE SOLD THIS BRAND FOR
TWO YEARS AND KNOW IT ISGOOD
 mom 
 
Art of every Policy of •
..1
• .,YARD WIDE WHITE TA
ETA AT lit.00.
YARD WIDE CHANGEABLETAFFE1A AT cis.
YARD WIDE BLACK PRADE SOIE AT A YARD. 1
YARD WIDE SHILPHRIRDCHECK (BLACK AND WHITE)SILKS AT St .00.
OTHER SILKS
27
-INCH CHANGEABLE SILLS
—A FORMER DOLLAR VAAT 7$c. NO KORR WHE
LOT IS SOLD.
MERCERIZED PLAIDS
SCOTCH PLAIDS AND
TAN PLAIDS CALLED =FOYSILK siLmat sux-HasitLUSTRE AT ssc A YARD. 
-
crripromussz—A *AUDI-
is SHADOW PLAIDS
CENT LIGHT WEIGHT PAM
DARK SCOTCH PLAT-130411RM25c A YARD.
WIDE EMIROMEMES •
WE CLOSED OUT A WO LOTOF THE NEW WIDE FLOUNC-
ING EMBROIDERIES (18 TO soINCHES WIDE) AND OFFER
THEM TO YOU AT THE FOL-LOWING REMARKABLY LOW
PRICES-41c, sac, bac AND 7pc AYARD. THERE ARE BONE
PIECES IN THE LOT WORTH
AS MUCH AS $z as, BUT OUR
HIGHEST PRICE IS ONLY 7pc.
THIS EMBROIDERY COKES
IN SWISS, NAINSOOK AND
CAMBRIC
PURCELLMOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY.
ing the ensuing year as follows: Mrs.
T V Greer, pyesident; Mrs. CharlesJohnson, first vice president; !Ars.B. H. Scott, second vice president;
Mrs W. M. Reed, third vice presi-dent; Mrs. James R. Lane, record-ing secretary; Mee. J. S. ,.Smiley,
corresponding secretary; Mrs. F. M.MeGladhery, treasurer, and Mrs.Cunningham, agent of "Our Hons."
Mrs. Charles Johnson was selectedthe delegate to the annual mectftsgto be held at the Madison lieghtsMethodist church in Nlempho.
while Mrs. F. M. McGlathery was
as the alternate. This c4nrchis the one in the Bluff City presided
over by Rev. E. B. Ramsey, f.,rmerly of there, and a large delegat. Is of
mission Iodic, from the Memphis
conference is expected to attend.
FINE STREETS
ENGINEER WASHINGTON SAYS
PADUCAH STREETS EQUAL
ANY.
Will Let the Contractors Resume
Work at Fourth and Kentucky
Avenue for This Summer.
mains (thee Au down on Sixth, Sev-
enth and .kinth from the avenue to
Jeffer son.
The return of Mr. Washington hasbeen awaited by the board of public
einrica, so as to get his advice as to
when the summer's work should be
resumed
The storm sewers will be hid by
a firm to whom it was sub-let by Mr.
Ingram of the bitunithic company.
that got the entire contract, and who
also sub-hi the brick part of the
street srosSe:to the Thomas Bridges
concert: Mr. Ingram wrote several
-weeks ago to the board of works
that he would have his men here
the first of this month to prepare to
put down the bitolithic, but as yet
they have not yet arrived. The
bitulithic goes from Fourth on to
Ninth on the avenue, and from Fifth
on to Ninth on Jefferson. Down to
the river on these streets, from theintersections mentioned respectively,
the brick was used in re-constructing
the highways.
City Engineer I,. A. Washingtonhas returned from his two week'strip through Virginia, arid. yesterchey
was at home sick 'hi bed, but willbe able to come dollen to his officetoday.
Mr. Washington states that he
visited Richmond, Va., Washington,
Louisville and other cities
while away from here, and during his
spare moments devoted much time toJooking over the brick streets in each
place. After thoroughly exathining
this character of streets he foundthat none of them 'were superior tothe thoroughfares improved with this
character of material here in the city,
and thinks Paducah has goodgrounds congratulation on the
excellent bricia streets that equal all,
and excel many, as compared withthe other cities over the country.
!Engineer ,Washington yesterday
announced that he believed work on
Jefferson street and Kentucky avenue
•could be resumed the first of next
month, as by that time favorable
sveittfaer would be here, and coutrac-
*its in position to fiMsh up improve-
ment of these thoroughfares that
were started last summer, but
stopped when. fall came. In resuming
operations, the engineer will take uptW storm sewers firtit, and let. the
men begin on the avenue at Fourth
street where the sewer was stopped,
when the ii4ek street Was finished
there last fall. The sewers 'will be
.laid out on lithe avenue to Ninth,
when the meta then go over on Jef-
ferson, and lay the sesrere from Fifth
to Ninth. Ttiat being finished, the
For Sale or Charter.
Sternw heel steamboat. regIsteced
64 tons, entirely rebuilt from stem
to stern last summer, past first in-
specLion Sept. 15th; boat is 97x271/5-
x4.Y3feet; engines tox31,4 feet, 2 boil-
ers 38 inches dictneterx23 feet, allow-
ed 157 pounds, draws 22 inches light.
Address W. D. Reeves Lumber Co.,
Helena, Ark.
For Sale.
1,000 ,oada of dry heating and cook
stove wood $1.25 per two-horse load
eclivered promptly. Tel. pia. E. E.
Bell Sons, 133o South Third street.
NEW TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today:
1146—Faust Bros'. Lumber Co.,
Office, room No. 6, Fiat.
2346—Grouse, A. K., Residence,
Sixth and Clay.
6rer,
a—D.upriest, A. B., Residence,
Ty
249—Walker, S. H.; Residence,
I2I0 South Sixth.
550—Ballowe, Mrs. Sarah, Resi-dence, Third. and Clark.
Like other commodities, telephone
service 'should be paid according to
its value.
We have in the city about 2,800
subscrthers or five times as many as
dthe In.-pendent Co./outsid te he dItY
and within the comity we have 63
times as many subscribers as the In-dependent Co. Yet we will Plane atelephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in t
addition, long distance facilities
wheels will enable you to reach fifty
million people font your home. Call ,
;too for further information
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
" COMPANY.
HE MUTUAL LIFE
.. of New York stands
The first American Life In-
surance Co. The Company that
- HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
-111ASZA I D_MO RE
iiiii•1111•1•70‘,.*
MoldersMORE
Air Coll' NI al
oraiipt,$srumimummuime
IN=
RILL DIE Of SPRING
eons ON DISPLAY. 4
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg.
C. MAR11110 SEARS, N. 0,
Office 1707 Mayors St.
Telophom 377.
5,
TIME FLIES "
BE WISE AND GET A GOODCLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRF'ENT ONES PUT IN FIRS -CLASS ORDER WE DO THEFINEST KINDS OF REPAIRWORK ON ALL KINDS OFCLOCKS AND WATCHES
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYSMODERATE WE CARRY ACOMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI-FUL JEWELRY
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
428 Broadway.
PHONE 772-is
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEERSold at
Gray's BuSet,
Palmer House Bar,
L. A. Lagomarsiso.
Pictures, Diplom", Certificalea.Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and CalandereFramed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE4311 Broadway.
!UNITING 
THAT PLEASES
IF YOU ARE DISSATISFIEDIn any Csirith thick'sof Jab you hove beengetting, push the button and ourrepreseatttive will appear. Newtype fans. and Maelatnery in thehands of thorouty competentInertness cannot_ to reducethe desired elfin. Pro( of allvsdok.soliseisot • for your ap-proval. 
KENTUCKY, PRINTING
COMPANY
I21S. 4th St. phone 1058R
1'6
•
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dent d'eclred hgAvast Ineligible and
his place made vacant Thoee vofing
for him to remain' Ist'the *are! were
Verne*, Troutman, Peter, Bechen-
esaeh and Davii4Afle , those op-
.t
e posed were Williameon Pitcher, Gall-
/ er
liallieser•N•03167•111011i .
The k Grandest Opportuility i`tedittzctc..,,(V:(11istufztu:47,Telt!tiol 47.1 :f1(1,F;rayrInucrew%
closeout our entire stocks at 114416407-213 South ThirdEver Offered! streeti  at COST. This is& bonafide sale of an immensestock of Furniture AT' COST.• It s going to be sold at once. The greatest opportunity ever offered Paducah houle-Ti 
 keepers to furnish up. Everyerything marked in plain figures. Come early and avoid11.124„rt, 
• R• f the rush. Terms of sale Cash. '
TWO ST01=4414-4* 207-213 SOUTH THIRD ST. . ,THE PADUCAH- FURNITURE MANUFACTURING CRONY
1-htfehs?0.1,1 10,""Nt
4(ort
••••••••••••
C. M. LIED
irf SCHOOL BOARD
--._p- ',,
After Trustee lyrd
Apia
Last eveniag at the
hoard of edacdetiogrimihe
ton builispg n
Superintendle 'eh,
city adsooht, was re-elected to his
positioa by * siadfV '464 -he
haring. to *Opal. ;,;,ii witA • choice
showed this boailliinrglet the con-
fidence the preceding trawes have
had in the able siiiOntapiinnt alnico
he located in this city several years
ago. In selectinatling .41%, trustees
expressed great slitisfaction at his
superior serried which have built
the educationatl inttittitions of this
city up to a 'high standard, and
placed them upon_a pi, with the
school. of ces fmanyhtitnes larger
rhan Paducah. The election of a
superintendent at this time of the
year is held so that in order the in-
cumbent was not choiseu he would
have time sufficient to seek a position
elsenniere, but this had never been
• 
the case since Mr. -Irieb'e services
were gotten, as he fits reven such
an excellent supervisor of the schools,
and evidenced in many manners such
progreesiveness end -.advanced !dui
cational ideas that he has been de-
cided upon for another term long
before his tenure expired for the
socceeding session.
Term for .whiecb he is now chosen
is twelve months, commencing the
'de first of next September. After his
• 
election last evening the trustees had
hint to make a talk, but he said the
,only thing coming tb his mind was
that he earnestly lsbored for ad-
vancement of the schools, and that
if. the time ever arose that he'could
not be of assistance in continuing
this work, be would heartily coin-
mend the trustees for employing
sonic other 'dlrer him, as the schools
and future of the children were to
be considered more seriously, than
his ambitions to hold the responsible
position, which he appreciated.
There was present at last nighee
gathering all the truatees _except,
1firwris, of the Sixth ward. During
the meeting there was brought up
the question of Trustee Will am T.
Byrre's alleged ineligibility, and he
was voted by a helot of five to
five as being ineligible, tin-seated and
then re-elected to fill his position. Mr
Byrd is one of the two Democrats
who were last November elected for
a two years' service in the board,
cornmencing the first of this year.
a, The ogle,- ten treat's' ale Repub-
• 'Means and some of the rank partisans
• 
arrinngst the latter have been trying
Ke0 Mr. Brd Out of the hoard,
on the cretin& that he was disqueli-
fled from' sitting, because the charter
says no city official shall hold any
other pithlic (Alice at the same time.
ate 'Byre) wee clerk for the county
board of supervimeraktrtng the seven
nested By a Tie Vote He Was
F.nuzserators Elected
Walston and List. Lrmnedih
awhile": *el? after W. Byrd being declared
1431 ineligible and his place vacant, the
the trestees by a unanimous vote turned
around and elected Byrd to fill the
rsc.ancy as now the 'supervisors -have
finished their business, and he is no
longer clerk, therefore no question
whatever could be raised as to his
gialificationi to sit in the body.
This means that -be remains * until
next November, when at the election
there will be chosen, someone to
fill out the remainder of his term of
two years that started last January.
In filling vacancies the board eau
do only until the next election by the,
people. Mr. Byrd has been reeog-
nixed as a member of she 'board since
the first of this year while the com-
mittee was investigating his case,
he voting on all matters coming up
like the balance of the trustees. Now
last night he would nOt have been
unseated if the motion had been
properly put, because being recog-
nized as a trreirsber all glen" the
motion should have been thit ae"not
retain tee seat", and the tie ballot
would mean that a trujority Ad not
vote to un-seat has, t#eFe he
remained, but President Williamson
put the motion that "he is retained"
aria this getting only five, While five
were against, the president declared
him ineligible, and the -- vacancy
created, but then inintechately filled
'by his selection. After being re-
elected Mr. Byrd informed the
trustees that his business may take
him South until next fall, and if he
left he would notify the board so
they could choose his successor.
During tthe discussion of the
eligibility question, two legal opin-
ions were read, one frone Acity Solici-
tor James Campbell, Jr., who said
Mx. Byrd was eligible, while one
from the former city solicitor, At-
torney F.dward H. Puryear, said he
was not eligibld. letrith had been
asked their legal construction of the
case ad accordingly did so.
Supt. Lite) made his monthly re-
port to the trustees showing that the
attendance for February was smaller
than January, the falling off being
about moo pupils. Hie suggested that
the metal work on all tht school
buildings of the city, be re-painted
every two years.
Regarding his attendance in Lou-
isville last week of the National Su-
perintendents' Association he stated
'he would report later on the result
cf that gathers'. Clown's- his report
the superintenient said that Mrs
Kelly, who (wiled property on the,
west side of thE Washington build-
ing on We groadwey, was still
eotnplaining about a strip of proper-
ty running between her home and
sohool building, she claimiug posses-
week's session of that body that son while the tsustees also contend
finished two *Reigs ago its businees that it belongs to them. It was-fin.
of raising anti iowerine assessments
of city and county property for
county and state tax purposes. Some
of the Republic.ane „gauped I'm ?by it could be established aho owned
virjue of being elerlis boird of the Strip in controversy.
supervisors Mr. Byrd was ehequah- Chairman List, of the finance corn-fled from sitting in 'the.
they chargingho r 9.141:Ctr.id; rnittee reported that $18)594154 had
filling two offices. The been received by the whoole from
eligibility was raised the $elehlr . • .vArioue sources duling February,•
4 • V0411 le $6,280.52 was expended, leav-
investigate tile footle? ,iljghtte) a balance on hand March 1st, of
year efts', a- committee
sc"Ilhe repot_. _This . report -seas $72'34'°2'
brought in InTrffielftritilif Slated that There was allovled the February
Mr. Byrd was the skrk..tc., super- Pay roll for the teachers it amount-
.06„,„ while sirtioi  itmle 1,, • The Mg to $4,366.32. There was also al-
document made no
lily decide; by the educational board
to ask the council to have Engineer
Washington survey the property so
pm lowed Ed Hannan the balance of
as" to whether lie be seated..efr. *Us $398.8o due him for installing The
'net on a vote•-htittig tallith the' Pteel- iheating plant in the McKinley build-
iil,g of Mechanicsburg.
Superintendent Lieb Informed the
'board that he susbained considerable
trouble as. regards Nerichers eiho have
been sick and away from school not
notifying him of their inthntion to
—4.
resume work. For instance a teach-
er is seek -and Vise i,1 ,112!r,
a substitate instructor fawn Mora
the 'high school cadet class .to teach
the pupil in the. coons of the rick
teacher. The substitute get e down
to the building to which, she is sent,
when she finds the sick timelier well
and back at her room for duty. The
cadet then. has to go bock to iht
Washington building to her sheiks
from which Ale loses an hour or two
on account, of being edit to the oth
SS 'building tQ :instruct the pupil" of
the sick teaches, who is supposed to
still be at home confined. The su-
perintendent asked the trusties to
instruct each teacher who has been
sick that the day she comes back
to hen duties she must notify the
isperintendent of her expected re-
tina by 7:45 o'clock that morning so
the superintendent will know there is
no need for the substitute who will
not then be sent down to the other
building. The trustees ordered the
ithatruction given 'to the teachas.
At the suggestion of Truetee Pot-
ter it was ordered that Bulliting Su-
perintendent Fred Hoyer heft paint-
er the aerial fire escape at 04-Wash-
ington building on West Betoadway.
It need* a fresh coat badly.
The question of electing enumer-
ators to take the school census was
gone into and applications reoeived
fic yoeizJ. M. Hart, E. W. Stobart,
P. Nunn, Harvey Phillips,
R. H. McGuire, James, H. Wilcox
nrid George W. Lee, all wanting the
position. There are three enumera-
tors, one for the First and Second
wards, one for the Third and Fourth
and one for the Fifth and Sixth. R.
H. McGuire was chosen for the First
and Second, Henry Nunn for the
Third and Fourth, and James H.
Wilcox for the Fifth and Sixth. The
enumerators take the census/sabring
the 'none% of Aprit gathering up the
names of every person living here
under eighteen years of age, that be-
ing the school age limit. The state,
superintendent of public instruction
then allows elle city schools so muohi
ut of the state fund for every cilt 
zen of school age here.
FINISHED IN
QUICK ORDER
JUDGE REED DISPOSED OF
ALL CRIMINAL CASES YES-
TERDAY.
Two Suits Filed in Circuit Court
Here for Divorces—Thomas Cook
Charge of Queen Estate.
Judge Wi M'. Reed did not find
much to do at the Benton criminal
court as yesterday morning he swore
in the jury to heat- the cants-non-
wealth docket, which was quickly
disposed of, as only about ten cases.
were on it. Only four of this num-
ber were jury cafes for misderivean-
,brs and. similar minor offenses, while
„in the balance confessions were
taken for small nutters. About the
coney serious charge was that of as-
stailt and.battery against a young
man- -named 'Henson, who was fined
fisit attacking an old man named
h judge finished with the cone-
thiapecealth cases yesterday by -noon
stn., tfisuriesed until today the jury
which also .heaee the civil docket.
will take up that side of the bush
todjoc and expects to dispose of
suitshm about as quick order as
ha completed with'the commonwealth
wedelns.
, The grand jury, has not yet made
at* report but will prchably do so
today or totrilorrow Prospeets are
tithe everythinghwill be done law the
itiof this week when the tjudge• • amotitne and prepares for the
Walter Hatilland killing case that
chimes up one week from tomorrow.
Abandonment Charged.
Ida Watts yesterday in the circuit
MAMY PEOPLE Bauzva THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN, RE SE-CURED FOR Ivo°, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOROUR LINE OF SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULAR.WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND ZVERYPAIR IS WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW THE SHOEPROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OFEXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE.DEPRNIDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEEBETTER COKE IN AND LOOK AT 
-THEM TODAY. YOURHEALTH DEMANDS GOOD SHOES THIS WEATHER.
court filet) suit for divorce from
Moses Watts, to whom she was mar-
ried during 1895, and from whom she
became separated during two. She
claims .he abandoned her and for this
wants their marital ties sundered
Divorce Here Too.
Fannie Cobb, tbrough the medium
of a suit, eumpraineu to the court
about her husband, William Cobb.
They married during oorand he left
her during 1904. esides the divorce
she asks for possession of Forest,
Administrator Qualified.
their 12-year-old son.
Yesterday in the county court E
0. Thomas qualified as aehninistrator
of George Queen's estate.
' State License.
iHthimprid Loving, of Tenth and
IItsMtk streets, transferred (heir
state license to Clarence Coker, who
bought the place.
Deeds Lodged.
Property on Trimble street has
been aransferred by Fannie R. Dunn
to Bela H. Thomas for $thoa and the
clerk
for record with the countyle
R. P. Ellis sold to Henry Harton
for $3oo property lying out in the
county.
GOES WITH
STEEL PEOPLE
MR. W C SCOFIELD QUITS I.
C AFTER MANY YEARS'
CONNECTION
Reported That Number of Changes
Are •-o Be Made on the Louis-
ville and Nashville Divisions.
-Mr. W. C. Scofield, foreman for
the blacksmith shop of the Illinois
Central railroad here, has resigned
-his position to take an important
place on the road for the Firth-Sterl
ing Steel company_ of Pittsburg, Pa.
He leaves Friday on his initial trip
through Alabama, aneflien returning
his etweitory will be in Michigan, but
he will wain this piece as.hie r si-
dence Snhl continue, *his familyborne
here.
Mr. Scofield is recognized by the
higher officials of the road as one
of the best attaches they ever had in
the service where he has been for
nearly twenty years. For a long
while he woe assistant foreman of
the big shop at Chicago, while six
years ago° he came here 'to take
charge of the blacksmithing depart-
matir,of.. the local shops. He is one
of:, the best posted -steel and iron
, men in the country, and when the
1 tig Pittsburg plant offered hint ahandsome position he accepted itMr. Scofield does not deal with
C., which very reluctantly gave -hint
up.
Mr. Schofield does not deal with
the retail trade but sells only to the
big factoriee of the country. His
Pittsburg house nukes the celebrated
beend of steel from which are man-
ufactured the finest tools medhanics
use. Although continuing this place
his home, Chicago .ie..practically the
headquarters of Mr. Scofield, as he
does business through the Pittsburg
house's branch in the Windy City.
Railroader Shot.
This morning there will be brought
there from Sturgis, Ky., some Illinois
Central railroad man who was shut
there yesterday. A message came
last night at 9 o'clock from that
point requesting the local. radrnai
hospital ambulance to 'meet the pas-
senger train so as to take the in-
jured man from the depot to the hos-
pital for treatment. The message
did not state the details regarding
his injuries.
Physicians Away.
Chief Surgeon D. G. Morrell, of
the railroad hospital, left last evezling
for Memphis. Tenn., on official busi-
ness. He comes back tonight or to-
morrow. Assistant Surgeon J. Q.
Taylor of the hospital, has gone to
California to be absent a month so-
journing for his health and resting
up. Dr. H. M. Childress, the spec-
ialist, who looks after this proles-
tional department at the hospital, in
addition to his private practice',' left
this morning for Glasgow, Ky., ou
business and will come back Friday.
changes were to be made in the offi
cial corps on these to divisions and
that the transfers would be effective
about now, but the official notice to
this effect has not yet come. Names
of a number of authorities are men-
tioned is iconnection wiSh 'the.
changth.
BOARD OF WORKS.
(Continued From First Par.)
_gin for a new drain pipe underneath
Third between Madison and 'Har-
rison streets, so there can flow off
, to the river, the big pond of water
which accummulabes and renhins
standing in the hollow in center of
the block surrounded by Third, Har-
rison, Fourth zaid Madison streets.
j After talking over these matters
the board of works assured the
health officials that the former in,
tended doing everything possible for
advancement of the sanitation and
health of the city, and immediately
referred. to City Engineer Washing-
ton the. question of seeing whether
-these stagnating holes can be gotten
rid of.
During yesterday's session James
E. Wilhelm, the new member of the-
board of works, was selected secre-
tary of the body.
In connection with the best Fauns
y
tam n service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
Some Official Change*
utation our fountain has for magnifi-It is understood that some import-
ant changes are to be made right cent Itie Crearn. Don't forget1
away on the Louisville & Nashville
divisions of the Illinois Central but :
the bulletin has not yet arrived from
headquarters giving the nature of j
the shake-up. It is understood that
while Geenral Manager W. J. Hara- i
leen was 'here last week while touring
the system he stated that some
aissitiiintierstudiritussisist4 
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY
TEL. 75. .
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for ldenumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESt: does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous' Marble, Granite
and Stone Works. ..`
130LE AGENT, erre; TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
Harness
$5.00 to $100.00
Per Set.
We have any style you
want, or will make
it for -you.
RETAIL DEPA RTM ENT B gies$30.00 to $150.00
Paducah Saddlery Company Each
We have any style you
want, or will make
It for you.
7ncorpoz7Ited. ,
Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets. Paducah, Ky.
TOO MUCH FLESH
IS NOT THE THING
Chicago, March 6.—In ,the ca
ta-
logue of forgotten evils to which
 fair
feminine flesh is heir the double 
chin,
unsightly and superfluous, is the lat
-
est entry. It is doomed too
disappear,
together with excessive embonpoi
nt
• and. the indefinitely extended
 Oa-
• pheagen, if the words of Miss 
Eliza-
beth A. C.. White, president of
 the
Dressmakers' association of America
,
who arrived. in Chicago to be pres
ent
ac the sessions of the convention thi
s
week, are to receive their due ne
ed
of credit.
Nor are words alone alleged as
pIoof of the wizard action of 
the
• reeo TTITITe dm:111011S which this arbite
r
eat fashion itilduCes. She - hers
milling to serVe as tilodel and Ii
dithonstration of the efficacy of
fete sinsple physical cont
orti
which, she says, fashion now dee
for the removal of superfluous
or at least for its more 
harmonious
dispositien. Fee eracic es 
presi-
dent of the dressmakers' 
association
herself left a double chin in Par
is,
where she found they are not affe
cted
by grand dames.
.. •
Sloth Causes Deformity.
"It is 'clear," she said' last 
night,
"that nature never inteuded a 
wor&ii
`to have two chins, when one 
'serves
every purpose admirably. 
They are
the result of *loth, and 
nothing
else. I would' demonstrate, 
but I
Alai( save that for next week, an
d,
besil'es,, whii ever saw a man 
who
could apprec ate Such &lade.
 But
women—why, I ant besieged, 
liter-
ally, I cpuld 'Lave i,000 pu
pils, 1 am,
not teaching plyysical cultur
e. I pre-
fer to instruct them al
together."
Wher: Secret Lies. -,
"But t esecret lies Wholly i1 1
 mns-
ar cu 'Women must
 learn to
rol their t,irOat muscles. Farite
"it. The Vie from
'Id be cleakcut and
..cau.be attained only
in and' pulling
down the tie It must b
e done
forty tinica a Apr; it must 
be ever
in the woman's thoughts. 
It can be
practiced on the s•reet, in the 
home,
at the theater. Steut 
woolen may
have lovely chins.'
WHO OWNS THE BOTTOM
OF THE OHIO RIVER?
If the question as to wbom the bo
t
tom of the Ohio .rivet belongs w
ere
put to local lawyers, tiley would proh
ably take down 'their Kent
ucky re-
pens in an effort to find some d
ecis-
ion on the subject, hut their search
would not be profitable. Althou
gh
the state of Kentucky owns the Obiet
river to the low water line on the
Indiana shoie, it dues not follow as
a matter of course that the ow
ners
of property along shore have eight
s
te the bottom of the river extendin
g
over to Indiana. That question
came neer being tested in court re
-
cently, but through a compromise
was not brought up. •
IL. P. Kleiderer, of Louisville,
owne a farm near Henderson, Ky.,
which is along the edge of the rives%
Recently it was found that a bed of
mussels was in the river .immediately
in front of his land. A Wisconsin
man discovered the fact, and started
 
eelotio"c•weiveateasitedeteWSPIder
to utilize his kodgelcdge by 
securing
a heat load, and taking the
m away
to be sold as material for 
imitation
pearl buttons.
1 , Mr. 
Kleiderer's brother, who is in
;barge, informed the local man
, and
he immediately secured the 
services
i 
oi a lawyer, ,and by iujunetion por-
ctiolings prevented any more 
mussel
Ishells from b
eing taken away. He
then prepared to bring suit 
against
the invader for the value of the 
shells
which had been taken, but on 
the
agreement of the defendant to ree-
1 ognize Mr. Kleidereee right to the
river bottom the suit was withdrawn
.
The shells are now being got out.
and are proving, it is said, a hand-
Some source of revenue. Other be
ds
have been found in the river and the
imitation pearl button industry bids
fair to become well establithed in
this state.
Meanwhile, however, who owns the
bottom of the river?
MITCHELL DENIES THAT
HE WILL FORCE STRIKE
New York, March 6.—John Mitch
all, president of the miners' u
nion,
denies that 'he entered into an
y
agreement with President Francis
Robbins the leader of the bituminous
'operators, to force a strike in the an-
thracite regions. Mlitchell's friend
s
say that the report was sent out by
his enemies, hoping to undermine hi
s
strength with the anthracite minera.
It is reported that Robbins inform-
ed Mitchell that unless he forced a
strike in the hard coal district the
bituminous operators would discon-
tinue the "dheck off system," by
which the operators withhold from
the miners the amount of the union
dues, Which is the upion's great
source of strength,tami which makes
the collection of dues certain.
GOVERNMENT PREPARED FOR
POSSIBLE CONTINGENCIES
Washington March 6.—The United
States government has determined t
o
be prepared for all possible cOntin-
genciee which may ariee over the
troubles in the orient, and every pre-
caution is being taken. The trans-
ports Meade, McClellan and Patrick
have 'been ordered held upon arrival
at Manila pending further develop-
ments.
The quarterenaster's department
has rivade a tentative agrehment with
the Northern Steamship company to
charter the steamers Minnesota and
Dakot i if they are needed.
NEW SEWER
DISTRICT
SEWERAGE EXPERT WILL BE
EMPLOYED IMMED-
IATELY.
- Things Being Gotten Ready for the
New Sewerage District. to
Be Laid.
Chairmen henry Katterjohre of the
sewerage committee for the joint city
(legislative boards, yesiterday stated
,,•hat now City Engineer Washington
had returned to the city from his
two 14* eekts ' absence they intended
immediately taking up and rushing
theough to completion arrangements
for the new sanitary sewerage 
trict that is to be laid in that sec-
tion between Kentucky avenue and
Trimble, and Ninth and -Fountain
avenue.
The matter of hiring a civil engi-
neer to make all the plans and speci-
fications will be virtually left with
City Engineer Waohingtore who is
the proper party to select the person:
Ms.. Washiagton is am busy wit
h
• other matters to draw the plan f
or
this new disttict that is a mcomoth
undertaking and it will take up the
entire time of 90 MC engineer. The
full legislative - boards have given the
peweragg committee 1/0'Wer to act
as regards getting the services of the
estra engineer to make these draw-
ings, and the committee will let
Engineer Washington write to .the
large cities and see what an etpert in'
tine- - charge the municipality,
to get up titese plans and supervise
installation of the new district that
will be undkr control of the city en-
gineer. just ues soon as Mr. Wash-
ington hears from the outsiders, 'who
will 'be written this week, .he will sub-
mit the prices quoted to the com-
mittee, and then let them ratify what-
ever selection he may make.
The comenittee and engineer are
anxious or the extra man to be
secured right away so the plans can
be completed, bids called for and
everytthing gotten into shape ready
for work to be started just wkenever
favorable weather arrives. It is their
inteation, if possible, to get all the
new district completed this summer,
but this is hardly possible as it is a
gigantic endertakitig Shot will cost
hotssands of dollars. The people
owning the abutting property have
to pay for sewerage system so much
per foot fronting their remind.
Onae before last year figures were
gotten from a St. Louis expert. but
he 'wanted too aniuch and was not
ontployed by the local people. Now,
tough, one is to be gotten right
away and things started off.
TO WRITE THE WRONG
BY SIDNEY ALLNUT.
"hike Jane is In the garden," said
the maid.
She was quite right. Jane was not
only in the garden, physically, but was
also entirely absorbed in it. mentally,
At all events, it was not until I had
ventured on my third salutation that
she condescended to become conscious
of my presence.
"I wonder you are not ashamed of
yourself!" she began encouragingly.
"It sometimes surprises me." I ad-
mitted.
Jane glared. She bas a particularly
demoralizing glare.
"It is it good thing you are able to
see what cause there is for, it," she
said.
"Milk date I. "Shows there'll not so'
much the matter with me, after all."
'Stiller all whgt?"
"Wtill, of course there have been
thnes"—I grew relleotiv•—'"Il* Hen-
ley affair, for insts.nce. It WILL per
haps, Ihnrdly fair to the glet--“
viand was upon me at ono&
"What girl?" she demanded.
"Oh, nothing. I beg your' pardon.
Ititiking aloud, you know. Bid habit
Must break myself of it."
Jane did not follow nay lead. My at-
tempt to create a diversion was a fail-
ure.
"I hate men who think they know
everything," she observed, sniffing at a
marguerite abstractedly, and looking
at nothing in particular.
I agreed. "So do I. Most objection-
able animals."
"It seems to me that the very things
they think they know are Alio UMW
that anybody who does know could tell
them they don't know."
I rested my head on my handior a
=moat or two.
'Give it up," I said finally.
Jane was really quite angry.' Hem
cheeks were flushed like wild rose
petals. She looked so entirely kissable
had dilatelty in restraining myself,
but concladed that it would not be
safe.
Besides we had broken our engage-
ment the day befo:e.
"What do you mean?" she de-
mended.
"Sorry! Thought it was a riddle
you know." I smiled at Jane vacu-
ously.
Jane stamped her foot. She was
wearing very dainty shoes, I noticed.
. "No one can call me unreasonable,"
she began.
"I wouldn't advise them to," said I.
"But," Jane continued, taking no no-
tice of my remark, "in this ustance I
consider your conduet outrageous."
Here she threw out her arms in a
manner too graceful to be believed me
less seen, and apparently appealed to
al the visible universe—including two
rooks and a tortoise-shell cat—for sup.
port
"Upon my word, I don't know what
you mean," I began, when a light
dawned upon me. "Unless you hap-
pened to see the Times yesterday
morn lug."
I frit nervous.
! did see the Times." said Jane,
with all the severe dignity of which
she was capable.
It occurs to me that it is astonishing
how dignified she can look for so small
a person.
"But you always have the Tele
graph," I objected feebly.
"Mr. Timmins, who lives at 'The
Gooteberry Bushes,' was good enough
to send me his copy of the Times last
night, thinking I might be interested
to see your letter. And," said Jane,
freezingly, "I was."
I registered internally a vow OD
wring Mr. Timmins' neck and burn
"The Gooseberry Bushes" at the 
first
available opportunity.
Jane was continuing.
"What do you know about 'The Lack
of the Governing Instinct in Wom
en?*
'What do you know about women, 
in.
deed? Or about governing, for 
the
matter of that?"
I was dumb.
"What do you mean by saying that
all history proves women to be ab
so-
lutely a failure as rulers? What
 do
you know about htztory? or about 
ml.
era? or about anything except tenn
is?
And what about Gegen Elizabeth? a
nd
Cleopatra? and Mrs. Fawcett? and that
Assyrian woman? and ever so many o
f
them?"
Jane paused for lack of breath.
I smiled a rather unsuccessful sm
ile
and began to explain. I am good 
at
explanations. As a matter of fact,
was very proud of that letter. It was
full of close and careful reasoning. and
*had given me ners end of trouble 
to
write. That was why I wanted to put
my name to it, thinking Jane would
never see it.
But no matter.
After about an heur and a half of
careful evasion and prevarication I
succeeded in averting Jane's anger.
She apologized prettily, in the man-
ner calculated to do the most good.
"How silly of me not to see that it
was just a satire, and not meant seri-
ously at all," she said.
There was an interval for refresh-
tnents.
"And you believe women can govern,
after all?" she observed again.
I hedged a bit. "Some women can."
It was the most I could bring myself
to admit.
"Just wait until we are married,"
said Jane, playfully. "and you'll* dis-
cover one of them!" •
I went home thoughtfully—Black
and White.
No Hand-Out
• "De world may owe yea a
said Uncle Eben, "but you's goner ho
autopin' to let de world know dat you's
on hand to evilly% It."—Washinkots
Star.
116 S. 4th St.
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 22
Don Gilberto was the happiest
man in America, because his
birthday came the same day as
George Washington's, and he was
70 years old. "This is a great
country, we Americans!"
I AM HAPPIER THAN JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER WITH
HIS MILLIONS, BECAUSE I AM ONE OF THE a PER CENT,
THAT HANDLES NOTHING !OJT PURE WHISKY THAT IS
DRANK IN THE UNITED STATES. I HANDLE NOTHIN
G
BUT BONDED GOODS BOTTLED IN BOND By 'mg UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA. RF.MEMBER THAT TODAY -A
T
WASHINGTON, D. C., THE HON EDMUND WASTO
N TAY-
LOR, 0 FFRANKFORT, KY., IS MAKING A GREAT FIGHT
FOR EVERY DRINKING MAN IN AMERPCA, TO SEX THA
T
THEY GET PURE WHISKY TO DEIN/.
BELOW I QUOTE YOU A FEW OF HIS REMARKS TO
THE, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:
Washington, D. C., Feb. am, igo6.—
Representing straight whisky distil-
lers, Hon. Edmund Watson Taylor,
Frankfort, Ky., says "That 95 per
cent of so-called whisky on sale is an
imitation made by blenders, posing as
distillers. Only 5 per cent. Of
straight whisky, aged in its integrity
reaches the consumer and only a per
cent, reaches the public under the
green guarantee stamp applied and
Don Gilberto is one of this 2 per
cent, selling the pure whisky in Amer-
ica under the green guarantee stamp
over the cork, under the bottled in
bond act.
"Distillers fever this WV; rec-
tifiers and compounders oppose
it, because they need no dis-
tillery, but merely a vat for
mixing neutral spirits and
chemicals.. The rectifier is al-
lowed to spuriously imitate,
makes TEN BARRELS OUT
OF ONE, and object to the
public knowing the nature of
their psoduct."
ON THURSDAY I GAVE MY DISTILLER ANOT
HER OR-
DER FOR THE SECOND THOUSAND CASES OF 
THE CELE-
BRATED WILLOW SPRINGS SOUR MASH W
HISKY. DIS-
TILLED BY A. animals, COON HOLLOW, NELSON COUN-
TY, KY.
MY REDUCED PRICES ON THIS CELEBRATED W
HISKY
IS AS FOLLOWS:
One Quart, $1.00, Bottled in Bond.
One Pint .50, " a "
1-2 Pint .25, SS ' di iS•
Drink .10, Sa SS SS
With Shamrock Behind it. Hurry back,
Yours truly,
DON Cill-RERTO
There Is Only One
Road to eight!
AND THAT IS RIGHT. TO DRINK THE CELEBR
ATED WIL-
LOW SPRING WHISKY. THERE IS ONLY ONE
 ROAD TO
TRUTH—AND THAT IS TRUTH. WHEN YOU DR
INK, DRINK
WILLOW SPRING BOTTLED IN BOND
THERE IS ONLY ONE ROAD TO GOOD—THAT
 IS GOOD-
NESS OF DON GILBEWTO TO SELL US PURE WILLOW
 SPRING
WHISKY BOTTLED IN BOND AT THE DISTILLERY 
IN NEL-
SON COUNTY, COON HOLLOW, KY., BY A CUMMINS
, THEIR
DISTILLER, AT PRICES TO SUIT THE RICH AS WEL
L AS THE
POOR FOR PURITY.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
:so NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 555
Office hours 8 to to a. ra.. ata $
p m. and 7 to g p. m.
J. K. HEI4IDRICE. 3.0. MILLED
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms z, s and 3 Register Build
ing. p3 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts at the
state. Both phones sr.
DR. R. F. litARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
Mrs. E. L. Whites:des,
OSTEOPATH
60354 Broadway.
Phones, old 1431. New, 761.
Henry's
Headache
Powders
Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from Ihieadaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUiCK
RELIEF
Easing the pain in a very few
ilinutes
J. IL Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHI511/
cid Book Sale
flflT"'
Harbour's Book
Tuirximium
i*rtment.
MONDAY WE BEGIN OUR ANNUAL CLEARING SALE, 'NUFF
FINE TRAINS
TOD
Florida.
via'
Southern Railway
and
Queen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Lou;s-
viSe at. 8 a. in. daily connects 4
Datorile, Ky., ,with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and veatibuled
coaches via Chattanooga an Atlaiita,
itrriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a.
Is. and St. Augustine to a. in. n
ext
nay, without change. Dining ca
r
serves all meals cii ;ex,
"Month Special"---Leaving Louis
-
.frille 7:45 p. a.. carries observ
aitiod •
sleeper daily ekeept Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:so p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. m.
aext day. From Danville this is
gelid train of drawing room sit-evert,
compowte car, observation car. SG.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man likelier leaves Louisville at 7:43
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a, m with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at g a. m.
Winter Tourist TUBA*
Good returning until May .31st, ace
now on sale at haw rates.
Variable Town
Going via Asheville and "Land cis
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Win-
ter Homes," rather handsomelyil-
lustrated booklets, folder % estsa, see.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P.' A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen.
A. G. P. A., St. Lomat, W. C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.
Route', ancinesti. 0.
GET THIS BEATTTITUL
COLOMED PICTURE. FREE
Splendid Reproduction, in Sixteen
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
Every pe...„.. wilt, senirs one dol-
lar to pay for a year's subscription to
the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., and Farm Progress, *ill
receive, absolutely free, a beautiful
colored picture. 24 by 3.2 inches in
dimensions, entitled "The Departure
of the Bride from the Horne of
Washington." This picture is a
direct r?prodirsticia from the cele-
brated painting by Ferris. Sixteen
colors were employed In the process
It is made on a hoe, heavy paper, and
will make, when framed and hung,
'a magnificent ornament for the home,
it possesses an uncommon interest to
every American, as the central figure
in it is George Waehington, standing
at the porta'f of his Virginia home,
bidding adieu to he bride ani bridge-
groom. The color work is highly Or-
nate and correct in every detail, as
are the character representations,
costumes, etc.
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
ollest and best semi-weekly family
paper in the country, and Farm Prog-
tess, which is also pubasked by The
Republic, is he fastestegrowing farm
monthly in America. Remember,
that. you, get both of these splendid
journals an entire year, and the beau-
tiful big colored picture, all Ice- only
one dollar.
Present snhsceibese lei.ay take ad-
1 ..-..mtage of this effer. by sending a
!dollar and. haeieg their time marked!
I up a year. The Republic herebygives notice that this offer may bewithdrawn at any time, and those
who wish the picture should send in
subscriptions at once,
Remit by poetoffice or explress
money order, registered letter or
bank draft. Do not send personal
checks. Write names and addresses
plainly, and address.
SU.I3SC RI PTION DE PA RTM INT,
The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.
SAID. DON'T MISS A GOOD THING
po cloth bamial Standard Clanks White Hoes& Cook Book,
 always
at 121/20 sells for Sr.5o, now 870
75c and Ss.eo  copyright. at ..4111*
sz .5o cagy right nave* l
atest arkdFull leather binding Webster's Dic-
tionary, indexed for $1.65
Worn'ank Exchange Cook Bgat. Padded leather edition of the Poets
,
'Meth ir.00, for ..... Sire nnwth $1 55. now 500
HUNDREDS OW 000D TNINGS IN BOOKS.. BIBLES AND
 DIC- 401 Fraternity Building. '
TV:PP/ARIES AT. .CUT PRI(...!ES Old Ph°n• 498 Red; New Phone la.
We will pay Si oo to the return of any one of the following cash
 
Sa
,
le Thema; 818, 962, 647, 33i. i . ,: _ ....g..12441 
.4" 
a g it a a  I . Kentucky.
,
• Law Rated to Calitornia ma. to
Northwest
'Tickets will be on sale daily until
McNair 7th, one-way second-class
limited from Paducah to San Fran-
cisco, Los Angeles and other points
in California for $33.00, to Portland.
Oregon, Tacoma and Seattk, Wash.
$35.3o, Spokane, $32.1%; Helene.
Butte, Missoula, Mont_ Odgen aced
Salt Lake city $31.30; Billings, most
$36.30, and other points in propel
ton. •
For further particulars apply to J.
T. Donovan, agem, or G. C. Ws:-
field, T. A., Union depot, Pad:leak
Ky.
0. D. Mink%
Architect and Superfnteadent.
4,
•
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FRANCHISE
TAX CLAIMED
HON. JOHN K. HENDRICK
ACTED AS JUDGE IN BIG
MORRELL ACTION.
He Has Taken to Court of Appeals
the Judge's Decision in the Gol-
conda Suit.
Hon. John K. Hendrick, of the
Hendrick, Miller & Marble firm,
Sunday return el from a week's ab-
eence front the city at ' different
points on legal buslocks.
He went to Bardwell, Ky., the first
of last week and sat as, special judge
111) in the big euit of the Commonwealthof Kentucky against the Morrell Re-
frigerating company of Ottumwa,
Iowa. It is for collection of fran-
chise tax, and the $1,000 penalty
claimed due the state from the priv-
et ate corporation.
The Morrell company of Liverpool,
England, 'came over to this country
and opened in Ottumwa, Iowa, where
it handias salted meats and other
gwds of this character. The com-
pihy that incorporated at Bardwell,
Ky., the Morrell Refregerating com-
pany, which manufactured and con-
trolled She refrigerating cars. used In
whipping the meats sold by the !dor-
. t ell company. The state officials at
Bardwell claim the refrigerating coin.
patty owes the stale of Kentucky
a franchise tax, and also the le000
Renalty imposed for failure to pay
this exaction. The 'state contend-
ing for five yeah' back taxis on
$65,000 worth of rolling pieeperty,
while the refrigerating concern claims
they do ',not own •any - property in
this • conwnonwealtfi, and are fightine
I the matter. The lawyers in the litr-
e gation selected Col. Hendrick to sit
as special judge, and he has not yet
rendered his opinion, waiting for a.
e' brief thet has not yet been filed with
Vh mi.
Prom Barifwell the colonel went
to Mt., Version, IN., on business
connected with the suit of John
jerles agarne the Illinois Central
•railroad for $25,000 damages. The
suit was filed against the I. C. at
Golconda, 114, but the judge there
sustained the„defendant's denuirrer,
which, threw the action out of court.
Col. lievdrick's firm then carried
the •matter to the appellate bench of
that state.
Series was at work painting a coof
of a water tank above 'here on the
Louisville division of the road. He
slimed and fell to the ground, being
se sly hurt, and secs for damages.
'CARNIVAL MAN
MR. HOSS OF THE COSMO--
ISOLITAN COMPANY WAS
HERE.
a
The Paducah Carnival Association
Will Not Meet Until Return of
Mr. Rodney Davis.
§anday morning the ,arratigemente
eotnimittee having charge of prepar-
ing fur the inning carnival to be
"given by the Centre) Labor body of
this city held •a meeting at their hail,
on t‘',irtli Fourth street, and were
met by Me. Hoes-, the adeanee repre-
sentative fur the Coemopnlitan Car-
nival coretpany that wants to furnish
the attractions for the entertainment
to by given by the organized labor
bodies of this city. He and the
committeemen remained in confer-
ence for several 'hours talking over
the prIrposed event and his ebow
feature., hut no contract *elf cloeed
with him because the committee
wants, ta first get propositions front
othor carnival people showing it
different cities over the country.
• 
rMr. Hass camethere-Sisiulty filbert-
ing froplifernphii, Tenn., and Men-
day left Mattoon, Ill., to see
about supplying the shows for the
spring festival to he given there. He
is expected hack here tomorrow to
again confer with the Paducah peo-
ple.
• 11 His carnival is the one that has
been showing all of this winter, week
at a time, in the different cities upon
the Gulf coast where it was so "warm
winter months did. not prevent them
from evhilsiting. They. are this vaek
at, some point down in Mississippi
area reports are that their company
I is one of the best out term the road
anywhere.,
The Paducah carnival association,
1 of which Messrs, Legonwirsino, Grief,
Davis, and nthere are members., did
net meet Monday evening in weekly
session, hitt Isostpcfned theirgathcring
until ;sex( Minn-dee- night as by that
time there will have returned Mt.
Rodney Davis, who has gone drown
to .Mliseeissippi to see the attractions
• and report on their nature. This con-
cern is also being dickered with to
supply the attractions. While here
Hoc.* met the representatives of.
•
terceseith them, but nothing definite
was done as this contract will not be
let for several weeks yet.
The Central Labor people ex-
pect a representative from another
company to comet and confer with
them, he having stated that he would
he in the city this week
LONGWORTHS BACK AT
NATIONAL CAPITAL.
Wleshington, March, 6.—Represen-
tative and Mrs. Nicholas Longworth
retetrned to Washington from Cuba,
to which place they journeyed after
their wedding. They occupied a
private car attached to a regular
train of the Southern Railway.
Longworth williminediatelyre-
sume his legislative duties at the
capitol.
"A Trip to Egypt."
One of the latest musical comedies
to meet with approval from the the-
atre-going public is -A Trip to
Egypt" which comes to The Ken-
eucky tomorrow night. This attrac-
tion comes to ue heralded as a suc-
cess and the press everywhere has
been unanimous in its praise.
Montgomery Mister in the Cin-
cinoati Commercial Tribune says, "A
Trip to Egypt," a musical farce com-
edy was given its local premier at
the Walnut yesterday afternoon and
evening and met with so friendly a
reception that it. may be character-
ised as one of the successes of the
season at this handsome and popu
ler playhouse. Both the book and
music of this highly diverting com-
edy are by the youthful author and
composer C. Herbert Kerr, whose
"Beauty Doctor" land other plays
haie already given him enviable no-
toriety and generous royalties. Mr.
Kerr is also the composer of mane
eopulti songs and those heard yes-
terday at the Walnut were so good,
etc, full, of 1he Npirit that goes to cre-
ate popularity that one may expect
to bear them whistled and sung about
the streets before the engagement
of Mr. Kerr's comedy cloee's at this
.honse.
• The piece was arandseenele staged
awl acted by a conipany that presents
many ereeepnon ally clever people,
',distinguished tor hods Healey and
ability. The play is one of the best .
seen at tiv2. Walnut this season.
— •
"Robin Hood."
In their elaborate revival • of the
'famous comic opera success, "Robin
Hood," the Aborn Production com-
pany have engaged a truly remark-
able singing organization, the princ-
ipals of which include names widely
known in She field of legitimate com-
ic opera, such as Harold Blake,
Vivia Brewster, F. 'Stanton Heck
Karl Stall, Ethel Houston, Edward
Metcalfe, Campbell Donald, Agnes
Stone end Meta Carson. The com-
pany mimbers so people including a
large, handsome chorus of trained
vowels. The scenic equipment is ad-
equate and was built and designed
this season from original modele of
the famous_ Bostonian's production.
"Robin Hood" is playing to capacity
houses nightly ante local music lov-
eis will witness the musical treat of
the year when "Robin HOod" is pre-
eented in this city on Monday night
cif next week.
"The Player Maid."
Florence Davis, suppotted by El-
liott Meter and original cast will ap
Pear at The Keniucky today matinee
and, night, in that excellent comedy,
"The Player Meid," by Louise Mal-
ley. The play iva story of life in
England in the eighteenth century.
hi which the blending of humor and
romance forms She prtncipal feature.,
with a touch of the emsrsional to give
the comedy more zeet. It deals
with the adventuree of a young act--
ress of London, a spoiled favorite of
society. with a keen wit and a high
temper, who masquerades as a young
English 'heiress under rather unusual
circumstances. The young heiress,
who has been summoned from her
foreign school and is so neglected by
her relatives that they have nee seen
het -for year, comes to London to
marry her own love instead of the
husband declined for her by. hcr
guardian, and begs Eleanor Hallam,
the star of the Drury Lane theatre,
to appear for a time in place.
The 'actress corm-M.% to the plan in
order to punish tic obenxioustbride-
groom who lhas excited (her itidigna-
tion by refusing to meet. here Her
plan is to make him fall in love with
her and then flout him. She plays
her part well terrerizeer the neglect-
ful relatives, and succeeds in making
'her supposed fiance fall desperately
in love %Ruth her, when a jealous lover
from London for whom' site cares
nuthing, finds het out and thecatcns
to betray her driving her to her wits'
end to get rid of 'him and prevent
expoture of the deception. Her
tricks am! plots. to attain this 'end
form the principal part.of the com-
edy. The scenes are In the dressi-
ing room and on the stage of Drury
Lane theatre the drawing room
terrace and ballroom of an old an-
eestnal English castle, and are of
great beauty, while •ffse peeled af-
fords great picturesqueness in the
the association and talked over mat- costuming.
'CZAR MADE A COCKTAIL
New York Doctor Taught Him the
Trick and He Was an Apt
Pupil.
"The present czar of Russia learned
the art of makitig an American cock-
tail from an American physician," said
a man in an uptown saloon vhere he
was eippint the old-fashioned tipple.
"I have that from the physician him-
self," relates the New York Sun.'
"Not only that, but I sipped a cock-
tail made from the same formula, out
of • bandsoraely carved cue which bore
an inscription from the donor, who at
the time was esseevitch, and which
had contained the stirrup cup drunk
at the last meeting between the Rue.
elan heir apparent and the AILIOriCall
doctor.
"The doctor was a few yqars ago
practicing in a city in western New
York. He was once an attache of the
Russian court and had some appoint-
ment, I have forgotten what, later on.
"One evening, when Ise had been
called to me the czarevitch the talk
ran to American drinks. The new
doctor carried his own s.to4 of Amer-
ican liquors. He spoke of.the Ameri-
can cocktail which at that time, was
the most called for mixed drizia at the
bar.
"The czarevitch was amused at the
name. He thought it was a joke. The
Yankee doctor assured him it was not.
"The czarevitch mid he would like
to try the drink. The doctor brought
In his ingredients anti ptepared a
cocktail in the presence of the czare-
tritch, who was intensely interested.
When he had tasted it be went into ec-
stades and called for more.
"After he had samplea several cock-
tails he prepared to make the mixture
himself, and learned with much more
we than than he has learned some
other 'things since.
"When the American doctor was
*lying St. Petersburg the czarevitch
had ascended the throne. The physi-
cian asked leave to pay his respects
and was accorded an audience.
"The emperor reminded him that he
was an expert in mixing the Ameri-
can apple, and thereupon they re-
paired to a private room where the
czar of all the !tussles produced some
American whisky and the ingrAlTents
to wort out a cocktail. The czar
mixed drinks for the two like a regultr
barkeep and enjoyed it.
"The czar assured the doctor that it
was the greatest bracer he ever took.
But thee, you know, royalty lays on
Its praire and compliments with a
trowel. However, the doctor was
probably the only American who eves
had the ruler of Russia mix and give
him • cocktail."
RAPID GROWTH OF ANTLERS
Those of Wapiti Become Wonderful
Structure in Sour Months'
Time.
About the end of the winter—that is
in mid-March—the antlers of the yeas
before break off flush with their bast
an inch or more above the skull; usu
ally they are found close together
showing that they fell nearly at the
same time, writes Ernest Thompson
Eaton, in Scriteees Magazine.
At first, the place of each antler It
a broad, raw spot. In a few days if
shows a. thick rounded pad of blood
gorged skjne This swells rapidly and
In a fortnight the great bulbous fuzzy
horn beginning has dot up to a height
of several inches. At exactly the right
time, place and In we the right direc-
tion a bump comes forth to be the
foundation of the brow tine.
In a few more days the bez tine is
projected by the invisible architect
In. a month the kructure is nearly a
fOot high and all enveloped in a
turgid, mass of feverish, throbbing
blood. vessels—the AcaffoldIng and
•
workmen of this surprising strusture
.
Night and day the wo-k is pushed wttli
astounding speed, and in four months
this skyscraper is finished—a wonder
ful steructure, indeed, for a score ol
nature's forces have toiled, a myriad
of Invisible wOrkinen Lave done theft
part and an edifices that according to
ordinary rules should have taken e
lifetime is here rushed through in a
summer and all in absolute silence.
August seed the building clone, but it
Is still cluttered with scaffolding. The
supplies of blood at the baae are re
(lured and finally discontinued. The
antler is no longer in vital touch with
the animal; it begins to die. The sen•
sitiveness leaves eath part, the vet
vet covering soon dries, creeks and
peels, and the stag assists the process
of clearing off the skin by scraping his
hc.rna on the brushwood. September
sees him fully armed in his spears of
dead bone, strong in ,body, glorying in
his weapons Tied his strength, and
really to battle with all corners.
• One of the New Year Failures.
Ardley Keap— We might as well dis-
solve partnership and go out at busi-
ness. *For 'the last year we have had
to live on faith and mustard, ind rm
tired of. it.
Solon Boddey -So am 1.. The trouble
'Is that you've been furnishing the
faith and I've had to contribute the
mustarl—Chicago Tribune.
RICH MAN IN THE ARCTIC.
Young EngLialiman of Means on Ex-
ploring Expedition in Polar
Regions
pitted to Give It Up.
Patience—lt's all off between me and
Will.
Patrice—Engagement broken?
..yep 
 .
"I'm sorry."An enterprising young Englishman 
named Alfred H. Harrison started last vs, , you needn't be. Only I'vefound net that he's not a man of hissummer down the Mackenzie, the great word!"
northern river of Canada, to spend the 
"Indeed!"
winter somewhere in the neighborhood "Yes; why only a week ago he said
of its mouth. His winter camp is sup
posed to be in the delta among the
Ilsklmo. Next spring he expects to
set out on an exploring expedition
Into an unknown polar area.
All the maps show a great number
.,et arctic islands to the north of this
*continent. But the western Part 01
this region has not yet been explored
excepting very near the coast, and
there is a stretch of about 1,000 miles
of 110a to the wect of Prince Patrick
Maud and Hanka Landllig where nes
a bit of land is shown.
The Jeannette drifted through the
middle of this region without seeins
land until she got north of the Nei
filbert& islands, where she discoveree
three islands. No reason is know
why there should not be other island*
and Harrison's purpose is, .if passible,
to find new lands, should any exist is
this part of the Arctic.
Harrison has one advantage eves
most explorers and that is that he -it
• man of means. AU he had to dc
was to select his field of work, settle
the bills for his outfit, and se on his
way.
He le bearing the role expense
himself. except that he received a loan
of scientific instruments from the
Royal Geographical society; and some
of the sledges, and other equipment
need by a south polar expedition
were presented to him.
The work before him is difficult and
hazardous, but there is every reason
to hope that he may be able to add
aomething at least to our knowledge
of this unknown area. He is an ex•
perienc4d traveler, and has trained
himself very thoroughly to carry out
his work on scientific lines. He has
a number of excellent assistants and
expects to. buy dogs of the Eskimos
In the Mackenzie delta.
According to our present knowl
edge, it is doubtful U the more north
ern arctic waters in this region con-
tain any Islands. Not far north of
Franz Josef Land' Dr. Nansen came
upon a sea with soundings of 2,000
fathoms.
It is believed that this deep sea ex-
tends over the whole of the north
polar area to within 100 or 150 miles
of the continents. If this is the case,
no land is likely to be found, except
on the continental shelf, where the
soundings rarely exceed 300 fathoms.
If Harrison discovers new islands, the
probability is that he will find them
vOthin 200 miles of the coasts of
!earth America or Asia.
FARE WAS PARTICULAR.
Humane Young Woman Gave Cabby
• Most Unpleasant Ben-
eath:a..
The young woman was about to take
a ride in a cab. She wee evidently a
•humane young person, because, when
the driver of the vehicle brought it at
her signal, she proceeded to question
Wm. relates the Baltimore News.
"Has eat:Phones done much work to-
day?" she asked.
"Ha's Just come out of his stable,
laity," replied that person, menda•
eiously.
The gin %It the quadruped's sides
"Y4e seer* to be very warm." she
ventured.
"Yessum: his stable's warm. He's,
Neap more corefortable trotting about
than he is in big box ctall."
The your4 IltoMlin peered .at his
boefs.
'Are :vie shoes all right?" she asked.
"Scree said the driver. "We
have a veteenary who shoes the
terses every morning before they
come out of the stable, and every
irreuing lifore they go in."
"Is he very old?" faltered the girl,
gingerly prodding the horse's' lip in
va'n atteinnt to see his teeth.
"That h Meet uothitig more'n
eolt, min." retrjrintled the driver, se-
riously. "lie ain't been in harness
more'n a year. But he has the sweet
disposition for sure, an he's as
steady as an old hoes. He's a regular
kitten for geetlencse and spirits."
The young woman, smiled as one
rho feels that she has done all she
can in the cause of humanity. "Well,'
she said, "don't drive fast," and
stepped into the vehicle.
"If there's anything I bate it is to
take these S. P. C. A. ladies a-ridinge
confided the driver in a growl to a fel-
low cabman as he adjusted his reins.
"Every time I try ar make tithe °lc.,
brute trot a bit now she'll he poking
up the trap and a-screaming at me.
I sure do hope his shoes'll stay on till
I get her wherever she's a-going."
Friends for Seel f 
-Deem es.
JInks--T tell you what it Is, there is
bottling like having lots of friends.
Winks—I presume not.
Jinks—No, sir. As soon as I lose a
lob my friends go all around hunting
a new place for me so as to save me
the trouble of borrowing from them.—
litre; Storlre.
he'd give up anything for me, and now
the he,teful old thing wants this ring
back!"—Yonkers Statesman.
Easy to flee.
The lady—You'll excuse me, but you
don't sitrrel on this car line often, do"
The Gentleman—No, madam. How
do you know?
The Lady—You gave me Your seat
The Gentleman—And you don't trav-
el on this lint often ycnerself?
rThLadY—What makes you Mink
so?.
Tbe Gentleman—You thanked me.—
Cleveland Leader.
His Mirror.
Boss—Yon'll And whea you get your
check, Mr. Pennink, that I have added
four dollars a month to your salary. I
believe you didn't make a single mis-
take in your figures during the entire
year.
Bookkeeper—Yes, I did—just one.
Bees—What was that?
Bookkeeper—I figured on a bigger
raise.—Cleveland Leader.
The Prima Donna's Story.
"It was at one of the concerts given
on the ship on the way over. I had
lust completed my song and the audi-
ence was recalling me, when suddenly
a heavy squall struck the ship. I—"
"What did you do?"
"I dropped the encore, and we were
saved!"
"Oh, fudge!"—Cleveland Leader.
The Winter of His Discontent.
American Bank Official (shivering)
—Fleeing to Canada was the mistake
of my life—the mistake of my life.
Canadian Hotel Keeper (consoling.
ly)—Here you have freedom.
Bank Official (with teeth chattering)
—Ah, but you don't know how nice and
warm our American prisons are.—N
Y. Weekly.
A Brilliant Succees.
First Actor (on the Rialto)—Why,
how de do, Buskin? Where have you
been?
Second Actor—On a western tolir.
First Actor—Was it a success?
Second Actor—Glorious! Immense!
Brilliant success! Why, sir, we cams
back by rail.—N. Y. Weekly.
Obeying Orders.
Fortune—What's the matter, dear?
You look excited.
Mrs. Fortune—Excited! Why shouldn't
I? The new chambermaid complained
of a headache, so I sent her up stairs and
told her to take things easy. She did.
She's gone off with all my jewelry.—
Judge.
When Tact Is Needed.
"That politician takes great credit
to himself for keeping his promises.'
"I don't see why he shculd," an
swered Senator Sorghum "Anybody
can keep a promise, but it sometime
requires an artist to break one."—
Washingto.. Star.
Improvement.
"There is some doubt about Wig
gins capacity."
"He has improved, If that is tht
case," e--wered Mr. Harremslug
"When I I %ex him there was no doubt
whatever about his incapacity."—Wash
ington Star.
A Suggestion.
This cry the naval boys might raise
As they go on their devious Ways:
-
Through our academy careers
"We'll tieVer, never cease to bass."
--Chicago Bun.
THE REASON.
Guest Iliat country hotel)—On Int
bill you charge $6 for a rabbit.
Landlord- I know, en Ws worth 11
I strained my back and swore myeel
out of the church catching that raobit
—Chicago JournaL
Money in Imitations.
"There is a man who has piled up I
fortune by a career of deception."
"Then deception does pay? Is he
grafter?"
"No, he manufactures falne teeth."-
Cleveland Leader.
Proof.
Mrs. Knicker—I dreamed I was a
the opera.
Knicker—I knew it; you were talk
ing in your sleep.—N. Y. Sun.
A Pertinent Question.
"Mrs. Gaussip is a perfect creek or
ventilation."
"Of what? Houses or other people',
alfairs?"—Chicago Sum
The Important Question.
"It was a great banquet; 200 sat doer)
at the tables."
-How many of them were able togs
ap?"—Town,Topies. -
R. T. LIGIITFOOT.
—LAWYER—
Will practice in all courts of Kew
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
(Homeopathist)
Office, 3o6 Broadway—Phone tem
Residence, Ire Broadway,
Phone
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Mead
FLOURNOY& REED
LA wygn$1
Rooms so, xi and is, Columbia Bldg
PADUCAH, KY.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, us
Nort hFifth. Both Phone e55.
Residence soes Clay, Old Phone Ale
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-ILaw,
Room No. & Columbia Building.
A. S. DABREY
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building.
OLIVER, OLIVER & WGREGOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room tre Fraternity Building.
New Phcone tie. Old Phone 303.
Irmo  -
FL T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTIII
TELEPHONES
Residese* Oflics sj
• 7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Rona 13 and 54 Co/nmbia Building.
Old Phone tog.
Ee. 11. PURYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstraciing of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
bto-Ves and
Fi1r4 qithre.
Buy anything and sell everything.
218-220 Court street. Old phone 13111:
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
—
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
Columbia Building.
Phone roar—Red.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway,
EXCURSION
Eit. Louis and Tennessee Rives Pack-
et company—the cheapest and boo
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats •ei each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.
roger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
1 MAJOR HAD 'EP/
ELLITHORPE WAS TAKEN TO
Dear Sirs if.To ••
the slightest doubt as tots. THE CITY HOSPITAL 
FOR
sating sad eatatylart walk" a trial
of the
Gillette -
Safety Razor
will entirely dispel it. •ay also saa'
shave with it as readily.. thowalk
had always lab lived . Tim Gila
'site Safety limier I. 114 lissere la
tisie. It Imo twelve keen doubloeditoll
blades a* thu.se *mem talatewed sad
alms hardened by our Proems lc that/
it takes diamond dust to Died
them. Each blade gives tea jle
thirty Perfect shaves. Oars ited
blades packed sad *waled Abed
from the factory. shoeing Ulm
to be new. Abram real*doe ma—
No Stropping
or Honing
ram cannot out yourself or fall to
glee yourself a smooth. delightful
dukys. A Gillette lasts for mare.
Wlina used each of the
Nips math dull. return 10 11. sad
lita waist's you six new Seise la
emitIs. MIL
sallsiosa Wails si arm-
osn sae sitinstas t.alkUs.
is win ma ow within
RSONS
Drug Store.
SPECIAL AGENT.
-- 
-
CHILD LABOR BILL-,
Passed the House Yesterday by a
Large Majority.
' Frankfort, Ky., -Marctr- 15a:-The
•house total- passed the child.. la'ara
bill. by a sage of--67 -thata. -The bi!,
was i twiltred .-;t3r.aRepresentat...e
P. . Hatni'ar,..reittMNICeialten he 
beine
'one 'el fraarteal, ttls,. the prom:
neitial 4 lelMetataf-Paduc-ah, George
Waiters.
Uncle- t
no child eat in a •Ii4ory
if she o un .ló years at
ace unless t produced, the
written cal c o t arents, guard-
ian or pecteua
Bnd21 Pair.
Mr. W,ifliam
nt:t Misr
morning 'T it*
bridal tour throuea toe Nc th and
are now at home, it tse Weldon .res-
iderice on AN est Broadway.
-Mrs. A. .f.rWd inothei UI the
bride, and her other daughter. Mrs.
'lvyy, last. ven:ng lefelnr Los An-
gel.. Cat ,Ipa vt theaformer's son
is larat!d .id tbatIWfstern city
C.R.BON PAPER. TYPEWRIT•
ER sPAF1ER AND STENOGRAPH-
ERS' NOTEABOOKS, THE HIGH-
EST QUALTTY AT WHOLESALE
PRICES. PADUCAH , STAMP
AND SICIINCIL CO., '523 BROAD-
WAY. OLD TEL 136'
 
•
to loan at' 6 per cent. on
city .and county property. Apply to
-E. H. Turyear, attorney, 52314 Broad-
way.
New Factory Now Ready
too girls wanted. Clean work
and good wages. Apply Mergen-
thale1-1.1orls BaEket Co..
—Mr. pb,rles Holliday, the well
known priskman, is still confined to
his bed, no improvement being no-
ticeable.
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure to your
borne timing the long winter
evolings. They are playing
now at sofur, store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one. Big selection of
records.
Matthews Caught.
Deputy Sneriff Gus Rogars yester-
day arrested Herman Matthews, col-
ored, who was locked up on a bench
warrant charging him with false
swearing.  He was locked up on be-
ing unable to give bond. Matthews
was.arretted 'on the charge of throw-
ing bricks' threttgni the windows of
a aegrO warean's house and while
wing to get out of this trouble he
swore- a little reckless. judge San-
s i0 the police court kt him ga
b. own bond to gweasa in the
ciretrit court and heatiOed out The
grand jury risen itblic liim for
false swearing and pp mg back
rat yester
day arrested him. _yes intercept
ed out in "Tin Can" AM in$French-
town.
Out For First Time.
Patrohnan JameecleTarfc;" Of the
police force, was yesterday able to
lbe down at the city hall for the firsttime since Christmas when he was
shot, but he will not be sufficiently
recovered for a week or two yet to
resume his place on the force. He
was the recipient of Many greetings
yesterday at the hall and on the
streets from hosts of friends who are
glad to once more see him out.
Christmas...day when John Tice. the
negro watchman of.'eltiVI. C. auto-
matic gates:at Eleventh and Broad-
way, went on the warpath with his
booze and pistols, Officer Clark With
the -nervy policeman who started up
the steps of the watch tower to -bring
him down, when the wp,4 darky shot
him two times. Tice 'killed him-
self, rather than face a probable
lynching, while Offscer Clark has
'been laying at his hoe* ever since
as a result of his serious wounds.
It is with considerable exertion that
'he gets around, the bullets having
taken effect in his lower limbs.
Warren & Warren
Jewelers
403 Broadway
a••••••1•1,
cl* and bride,
o*, yesterday
t their weeaa.
Favorites in Paducah for
30 Years
Soule's Bahn
(For the Skin.)
Soule's
Liver Capsule
(For i Biliousness)
HUBBARD TONIGHT.
Celebrated Man Be Greeted by Large
Audience.
This evening Elbert Hubbard ap-
pears/or Temple Isrcal on Seventh
and roadway. ender atopices of the
Charity club, and prospects arc he
will be greetted by an over flowing
Mouse, as everyone will take advan-
tage of the opportunity to bear such
an able and versatile man of talent.
This morning at to o'clock the chili
members meet at The Palmer, and
all who have been selling tickets, are
requested to be present, while tomor-
row morning at the same hour and
•lee-a anialier gathering will tte___held
to settle up the business incurred- by
reason of (he entertainment.
Confederate Daughter
'During the meeting yestelay af-
ternoon the Daughters of the Con-
fedesacy with Mrs. Roy W. McKin-
ney, of West Jefferson street, a ris-
ing vote of thanks was extended. by
all to General Tyler of Hickman,
Ky., who came here several weeks
ago and delivered such a 'brilliant
lecture on Genesal Forrest at The
Kentucky, for benefit of the Con-
federate monument fund.
PERSONALS
•••••••••••••••
Dr. Win. Gilbert yesterday
a drumming trip to Tennessee.
Under permission of Mrs. Bettie ; Mr.
 Thomas. J. Atkins has return-
ed from a several. weeks' tour
through Florlda..
. Mr. George Oehlschlaeger of South
Third street goes to Hot Springs.
Ark,_ tomerrow for a sojourn.
Mr. Joseph kothschild goes
Droggists,Fifth and B 'way. Chattanooga, Tenn.
, and other point;
Both Phones. 17s. trday.
25c each
Soule thcae excellent proparations
are now made and sold by
R. VI. WALIEfi & CO,
. INCORPORATED.
••••••■14
//•-...
TREATIdEINT.
Deputy Sheri: Gus Rogers Locked
Up Herm7n Matthews
Ber..:1 Warrant.
on a
Last evening Major Ellithorpe
trent raahing lit° the office of Lieu-
tenant Thomas Potter at police head
quarters in the city thall and declared
monkeys and -kale devils were after
him with hate!tets for the pprpose
Of killing him, The lieutenant peer-
overabis sk.•ctticl-§ to glance at
tlie major and then saw he was
again in that deplorable condition
and suffering f' an delerium tremens
that have so I afflicted him after
one of his Ion- air.e-es. Mr'. Potter
told the majer to have a seat, as
he would see that the little rascals
did not -chop him :o pieces. Then
summoning the pi 'ail wagon Elli-
thorpe was taken to Cie city 'hospital
e:here he was placed under treatment
of City Physician Bass for his delir-
ious condition. Evcry once in a
while Ellithorps drinks so .hard that
it is necessary for him to be treated
as he gets the "jimmies" and imag-
ines people are trying to take his
life.
Drunkenness Charged.
1 +fficers. Hurley and Singery ye*-
Ja a yoatia man 'minaret
Dunn and Flocked him up on the
stFarge of being. drunk.
info the city the de y
GOOD MAN GONE
•••••••••••••••
••
(Continued From First Page.) •
Tenn.; Mrs. C. H. Starks, of Dallas,
Texas; Mr. William Dyctraa af.Green-
ville, Texas. All but the two latter
are now at Benton.
This morning at to o'clock the
funeral services will be conducted at
the NI,ethodist church of Benton, and
he followed with interment in the
cemetery there.
The deceased's nephew, Mi. Walter
G. Dycus, of this city, will go out
this morning to attend the funeral,
accompanied' by his wife. The de-
ceased left only tine sister Mrs. C.
Lindsay, of near Sharpe, she now
being the last .of a family of e•ight
children.
HOTEL DEAL.
Mi.-Frank Murphy Comes to Take
Management of The Palmer.
Yesterday morning a telegram
reached here from Chicago stating
that the capitalists 'of that city had
accepted the propositions made them
by the present owners of The Ken-
tucky and The Palmer, and would
send Mr. Frank Murphy here be-
tween the 17th and 20th of this
month, to take charge of the hotel as
manager. This gentleman is the one
virlw came here last week, spent sev-
eral days going over the properties,
and then last Saturday returned to
Chicago to report to his associates
the result of his trip. It seems the
report must have been favorable, as
the telegram iadicates the people of
that city are about readY -to close
up the heal for the properties,
WORTEN AGAIN
APPELLATE COURT TOOK A
WHACK AT HIM YES-
TERDAY.
That High Tribundl Decided Against
Markie in Some More Chain
Gang Suits
One Nlarkie Worten, of this city
yesterday bad anothar 'bunch" pass-
ed shim in the courts of this band, as
the appellate bench at Frankfort up-
&hi the decision of the local cir-
cuit court wherein there was some
months ago dismissed the big $toaloo
damage suits Worten filed against
the city of Pachleals foe- oac faIlere
teamed Murray, and anosher fellow
named Bartlett. This decision of
that high and just tribunal is only
another of the constant defeats Wor-
ten hat sustairrtd at ak-Atalsts tbf
Law and justice. • ; ?le
Bartlett and Murray wereAtbniti o
the city lockup clients of Worten's.
and the latter brought suit for them
for Itto.000 each because they were
locked up in jail, and then worked
out upon the street chain gang while
serving out fines imposed on thew
in the police court. Wetters-ClaYmeat
the authorities had no right to work
these men out on the chain gang, and
instiuted action for damages against
the municipality, but in the circuit
court here be was knocked out, and
the nthe eye blackened a little deeper
by the appellate court which Says the
circuit court here did perfectly right
in throwing Worten's action out
left on
WANTS
 a
FOR RENT—Eight-room brick
residence in West End, with bath,
etc. Apply to L. S. DuBios.
TAKEN UP—Stray mouse colored
mule, three year, old, very poor.
Taken up three miles out on Bland-
ville road. Ring old phone 1014'
FOR RENT—Front room, furnace
heat, to Washington St., Telepfiose
tf232.
WANVED—White girl Avaiters.
Address Hotel Craig. Paducah, Ky.
WANTED—At once, good- tool.
Good home and wages to right per-
son. None but good cook need ap-
piy. 822 South Founth street.
-THE RIVERS
, I —isji.a;
Chattanooga, 8.6; falling.
Cincinnati, 12.4; falling.
Evansville, missing.
Florence 8.o; rising.
Jaihnsbnville, it.o; rising.
Louisville, 9.2; fallieg.
Nashville, 20.9; rising.
Pittsburg, 7.0; rising.
Davis Island Dam, 8'5; iisinjg
St. Louis, 20.5; falling.
Mt. ,Vernon, 21.0; rising.
Paducah, 21.1; rising.
This 'afternoon at 5 o'clock there
gets away for the Tennessee river
the steamer Clyde. She comet back
again next Monday night.
The Dick Fowkr gets out i‘br
Cairo this morning and comes bac,
tanight about it o'clock.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and leaves imme-
diately..on titer return that way.
I The John S. Hopkins left yesterday
'for Evansville and comes back- again
tomorrow.'
The Kentucky comes out of the
Tennessee river late tomorrow night
and lays here until 5 o'clock SaturbY
afternooll before skipping out on her
return to that stream.
The Buttorff gets here today from
Clarksville and leaves immediately
for Nashville.
The Stacker Lee 'eft Cincinnati yet
terday and gets here Friday en
route to" Memphis.
The Peters bee left Memphis yes-
terday and gets here tomorrow night
on her way to Cincinnati.
' The Margaret got out for the Ten
!lessee river yesterday after a tow of
(AC'S.
The Lydia left for the Tennessee
rilp-ytMerday. •
Miler got . out for the Tenneasee
river yesterday the steamer Chirles
Turner. •
Inspectors Green and MacDonald
came in yeaterday from Niahyille,
Tenn.
-The Nellie :Willett today
the Mississippi river after a
logs.
The inspectors yesterday , iniipitet-
ed the new little boat C. M. John-
son. whicia passed the examination,
and leaves next week for the To
Miss, • ippi river trade.
Drug Store Sold
Dr. Broadway, of Golconda.
yesterday bought the Union Drug
store of Seventeenth and Tennessee
streets and then returned home to
wind up his business there and come.;
hack here to reside and take charge •
of the business that was sold him by t
Dr. C. T. Allen, who has not yet!
decided what he will do in, the fu-1
ture.
Delphic Club Elected
Yesterday morning the Delphic
flub held its annual election of offi-
1;r3 arc) chose the following: Mrs.B. Phillips president; Mrs. Mus-
one Burnett vice president, end Mrs.
Mary Mocquot Watson, secretary
and trea •sorer.
RIBBONS FOR ALL TYPE-
-WRITERS, THE BEST ON THE
ARKET, PADUCAH STAMP
AND STENCIL CO 523 BROAD. 
'WAYOLD TEL. 36.
ITilt KLIN U ILAN.
TELEPHONT 548.
MATINEE AND NIGHT
Wednesday Mch. 7
Hail. GREAT ACTRESS
AND
A GREAT PLAY."
Richmond News-Lear.
FLORENCE
DAVIS
Supported by
ELLIOTT DEXTER
'And a Potable Company
In a Romantic Comedy
Entitled
4AIND Player Maid
An Unsurpassed Display of
COSTUMES AND
SCENIC SPLENDOR.
,BRICES—Night, 25, 35, 50, 75. $1
and' $1 so Matinee—Children a V,
3,1ts 5oc
seats on sale Monday at 9 a. m.
—
KENTUKCY
TELEPHONE 541.
Monday Night,
March 12
(4: ,THE ABOPrReohlenCtsOMPANY
America's Greatest of all Comic
Operas.
By Smith .and DeKoven
5.1gonspany of —5o
Prices: 25, 35, 50, 75;' and
Santa on sale Friday at 9 a
*1.50
in
at Metropolis.
Miss iwse Kelly and Mr. Jame,
Vlaholasta yesterday went to Metrop-
olis where they were married by
Jusike Liggett. They then returned
here and are residing over the
groom's confectionery on 'Broadway
r.ear Third steeet. The bride is a
pretty woung woman who has been
Fying on Smith Fourth street, while
the groom is the fruit and confec-•
tion dealer of Broadway.
tiBALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Milled Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. Ii. BALI IN & CO.
W. T. MILE, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
;
Thursday Night
March 8.
,...FOLLOW THE CROWD....
SECOND YEAR.
••••••••••••••1•-
ENGAGEMENT
EXTRAORDINARY.
• '
A $1 so Show at Dollar Prices
A STAR CAST OF PEOPLE.
C H. Kerr's Tuneful Musical
Farce-Co:mu:a,
"A TRIP -
TO EGYPT"
is SIG MUSICAL NUMBERS
And the Ingest Show Bargain on
Earth. A $5.50 attraction catering
to the masses in these days of corn
petition at 50 and 75 cents and $t.
350 LAUGHS In less than that :num-
ber of Minutes.
7
Come and see and convince yourselt
Prices-25, 35, 50, 75 and $1.00
Seats on sale Wednesday 9 a. na.
a.
110 4
Rock, Rye 4
and Honey
Compound
Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for cone:*
and colds accompanied by fever as I
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50e sad 1111. Sonia.
BACON'S
MUG STORRS.
7h Jackson Sta paces sra Clay Sta. otiose A.
It  pays to buy the best
watch yob can afford.
Anyone can af-
ford a good watch
at the prices we
tell our goods. We
have - no watches
at any price that
we can'tguarantee
to keep good time.
Let us show you:
J. 1.._W 0 L F F,
Jeweler, 327 Broadway
yea.
I I
TRADEWATHIC  I. AL Nut... I. Bushel.Lump 13c Bushel.
PROMPT DE'LIVER'f,
Foot of II A I
OHIO
Street. nest Ke
—
o t h Telephones 2$4.
Ky
Inerwpcn-stad
•
'V
•
5.
4
